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REGISTER

PADUCAll. KY., FRIDAY MORNING, SEPTEMBER 14,
1906

IA PAIR OF GARTERS
CAUSE OF TROUBLE HEARST LEADS

MAY GO TO
JURY TODAY,

BROTHER AND SISTER Es
TRANGED ON ACCOUNT OF
DISPUTED OWNERSHIP.

NO

VOL. 23, NUMBER 123

CHER SHOULD
'JUDGE GARDNER "ABEPREA
LIKE A BEER KEG" STENSLAND IS
BOSSLESS TICKET OF MAYFIE1
BREAKING DOW

TIME
BEING
WASTED
PARLEYING WITH
WITNESSES.

FULL STATE TICKET PLACED CANDIDATE FOR RAILROAD
IN NOMINATION BY
WRECKER LEAVES TANG
COMMISSIONER OF FIRST
Itoston. Mass.. Sent. 13.—For six
IER
LEAGUE.
IN CUSTODY OF HIS
DISTR
ICT.
Same
Ton-,
Lyarisn and_ Lena
CAPTORS.
brother and sister of Pittsburg, have
his
remark
s.
been living in bitter enmity, the
I A lot of Chicago preachers
cause of wrich was a pair of red silk
spend
r all week .getting up manuscript
garters. It was not the istrinsic
set73ns. What does a. preacher want
yslue of these useful accessories of
with a manuscript, anyway?
A
attire that originated the feud, but
preacher should be like a beer keg—
the
fact that they had belonged to the
VERIFIED HIS FORMER VER.
he should run anywhere you tap him.
CHEERED
FORTY- AND PAST EXALTED
litigants' mother, who died in two. LEADER
SIGN OF THE AFFAIR—
RULER
Politicians have no more hear!
FIVE MINUTES WHEN HE
SECOND ATTEMPT OF FUGINeiter •Lyman nor Lena would re—SELF DEFENSE.
OF MAYFIELD LODGE OF , than a Florida alligat
or or a society
APPEARED.
1.nquish their claim to the full and
TIVE TO TAKE HIS LIFE
woman. I'd just as soon shake
ELKS.
a
undispu
CONFIRMED.
ted
possess
ion
the
of
interes
-tfish's
tail
as a society woman's kids
gloved hand.
Judge Reed Cautions Press to Be ing heirloom and at last feeling ran
.) high that .the assistance of the law Band Played "Dixie" and "A Hot District is
Careful in Quoting Evidence—
When God gives a man a good wife
Composed of 3g Counties
Time In The Old Town, Tonight"
V•as invoked to settle the matter once
and fifteen children or so, he's all Other Directors Declare That He
Six Hours of Speaking.
and Represented by Hon. McD.
Amid Wild Tumult.
and for all. The administrator of the
r'ght; when the devil gives a
Alone of the Board Knew of
society
Ferguson.
law, which true solominic wisdom
woman and a poodle dog, he's in
the Thefts.
a'
bad way.
If too much time is not taken t10 has cut the knot by awarding one
Canada has had 768 divorces in her
New York, Sept. 12.—William Ranin sirches the Loving case, which is gerter to Lyman and one to Lena—
Louisville, Ky., Sept 13,—Aside history; the
hich, however, in each case aril dolph Hearst and a full state ticket
United States has had
now ccupyinss the attention of the
Tangier, Morocco, Sept. 13.—Pa
ul
were placed in nomination by the con- roin the Bryan reception the po7itical -nearly a million. What do you.think 0. Stensland is
NIcCracken county circuit court. ;611 leave•one loose stockinss
at lasst at sea, bound
event
of
the week in Louisville was of the figures?
vention of the Independence League
for America.
be given to the jury this evening,
at Carnegie Hall last night. The fol- t!ie announcement of Judge Burk
Chicago preaChers are running
Former Paducsh Pastor.
probably by the regular adjourning
Dejection marked his every move:.
the
hour. The progress of the case yesRev. S. II. Ea•hman.- formerly of lowing is the ticket with which the Gardner, of Mayfield, as candidate devil out of town the same way as a ment this morning as lie walked to
for railroad commission in the first dog I once saw was runnin
terday justifies this conclusion,
this city but later of Pulaski, Tenn. league will make its fight:
g a hog the pier. Nervous and a physical
Out of a field. The dog
Randolph district composed of thirty nine out
In yesterday's issue the • Register has received and accepted a call to For Governor—William
was running wreck, he refused to reply to any
Hearst of New York.
counties and represented now by
and the hog couldn't keep up
announced the calling of the case the the pastorship of the Cumberland
questions. His step was slow. It
Lieutenant
Partisan politics and religious sec- was the shuffle of the
Governor—Lewis Hon. MED. terguson.
For
day before and the selection of the Presbyierian church in iBowli
prison. His
ng
Stuyvesant Chanler of Dutchess.
W. H. Southall. of Hopkinsville, tarianism have about done up this hair had turned white during
jury after several hours trouble and Green, this state. Me.
his capEsashman re- For Secretary of State—John
country
."
Sibley as withdrawn in favor of Judge
tivity. The stamp of age, of crime
the exhaustion of the regular panel signed his charge here when
and
the
conWhaien of Monroe.
and nearly a special venire of one gregation
of misery was deeply marked in every
Gardne
11 d r, and the race is evidently
of his church decided to For Comptroller—
Charle
Dr.
s H. W. jaeup.
feature.
hundred men. At the opening of unite with
the old-school Presbyterian
And of Buffalo.
court yesterday morning the jury was
A crowd gathered to 'see the proJudge Gardner is city judge of
congregation
For Attorney General—John Ford of Mayfield.
sworn and shortly after 9 o'clock the
cession of soldiers marching with him.
past exalted ruler of May
New York.
case was stated in brief presentations
Stensland never raised his eyes from
field Lodge of Elks and a self made
For State Enginer and Surveyor—
and the taking of the evidence begun.
the ground. He walked as one
Liam He says he intends to make2 a
conFrank L Getman of Tompkins.
By ruesii the commonwealth had conscious of his burden and bereft
of
The convention finally and amid nlean clear cut fight, the best man
chided its part of the work and
hope.
to win, and announces that he favors
great
enthus
iasm rejected the fusion
mediately after the adjourning hour
The guards spoke to him.
rate regulation and will do all in his
He did
proposition of William J. Connors.
the defense begun to call its witnesses.
not move his eyes from the
ground
power
.
to
serve
the
interes
ts
inadvis
the
"We
of
deem
it
able,"
reporte
Up to the closing hour Ilf court the
d
He did not return the greetin
gs.
ATTENDANCE AT SCHOOL FOR Silent,
the committee on resolutions, "to state and the people at large.
defense had heard its main witnesses
morose and
crushed, he
Hon. McD. Ferguson is in town but
FIRST WEEK WAS VERY
postpone the important work we have
and thought it would call but few totrudged through the ,treet to the pier.
eitcline
s
to discuss the situation.
on hand."
GRATIFYING.
day unless much rebuttal testimony
'Harry Olson and James Keeley
had
YET TO BE HEARD IN THE
It is likely a convention will be
The committee recommended the
was found necessary.
charge of the prisoner. They placed
WORT
EN-R
ticket
theAsi
EGIS
of
held
dependence League to
TER CASE
to make the nomination.
Judge Reed announced yesterday
him in a launch and started to
meet
AT SMITHLAND.
the Democratic convention and its rethat the pre,
. must exercise care in
Schools in Splendid Condition—En- an incoming steamer. It was though
t
port
was
adopte
d with a shout of apwhatever evidence it quoted. that witto be the Prinz Adelbert. The
rolment Compared to Attendincomproval.
nesses might not be advised as to
ing
boat
was not the liner and the
ance of Former Years.
Appeal for Jews in Russia.
what others were testifying, and not Mr. J. E. Wilhelm Concluded Testilaunch cruised about the waters for
An additonal plank was added to
caring to tread near a charge of conseveral hours until the Prinz Adelbe
mony and Mr. Robt. Wilhelm
rt
the platform protesting against tile
tempt The Register will only say that
arrived. Then they boarded the ,ship.
and Mayor Yeiser Heard.
Today'
s
work
persecu
termina
tion of the Jews in Russia. Mr.
tes the (wet COnfirelation came
nothing different from the evidence
today of the
week of the fall session of the pub- story
Hearst and his associates on the ticket
taken at the previous trial was adthat Stensland had made a seclic
scheols
were
.
Net,
nomina
acclama
eve,
ted by
k the sch.)!ars ond attempt at suicide.
tion
duced. The state made its case as
Monday
The Worten-Register suit still oc_will get 'well down to their studies night, while
before and the witnesses for the deEnthusiastic to the highest degree
walking upon the parapet
Here's
another
specim
en of quick and steady progress
tense heard told what they knew just spies the Livingston circuit court the convention burst all bounds and
will follow. In of the house where he was kept,
Kentucky justice:
he
spite of the uncertainties of last week made an attempt to
as before. Mr. Loving wa.. heard in ;.t Smithland. The evidence of the de- established a new record for demonleap from the wall
The
burly
negro
Kimbro
Tom
ugh, the schools are
his own behalf and verified his former kr...se which came first as the burden strations when Mr. Hearst was who
in splendid order and and dash out his brains upon the
was brought here for safe keepversion of the affair and declared that 1 the proof laid on that side, is still brought before the convention iming the night that Allen Mathis, the the attendance is larger than ever pavement below,
he had acted in self defense through- being heard.
before within the history. The folowmediately after he had ben placed in negro
lie was seized by the guards and
rapist was hanged in Mayfield,
out He repeated that Rose was comYesterday forenoon early Mr. Jas. nomination. He was chered forty-five
hurried
Mg
showin
to his room and since that
g
of
the
enrollm
ent as for
was yesterday morning taken
to
ing toward him in a threating manner L Wihelm, who had been on the minutes and the sergeant-at-arms was Hickma
time he has been closely watched.
the
first
five
days
shows
the
present
n
for
trial
by a sheriff. In theand that he drew his weapon and fired stand all the day before, was allowed finally forced to compel order.
Stensland was prostrated from his
afternoon the sheriff passed back on strength of the attendance and is of
to protect his life
to conclude. The testimony of Mr.
Mk. Hearst's address was cheered his way
struggle and it was necessary to call
Eddyville with the coon. interest:
to
Judge Reed has not only been hear- Robert Wilhelm was then heard,
a doctor. 'It required hours to reas throughout. So was the mention of He had been tried for the offense of
White Schools.
ing the case under thc most stringent was that of Nlaysr D.
store him from a state of collapse.
A. Yeiser, W. the name of every candidate on the detaining a woman and -sentenced to
First D:..y
1904 1905 1906
rules but has permitted no waste of H. Patterson and
This morn'ng while the detectives
City Harshall Col- ticket.
the pen for hve years in this short I.ranklin
235 317 337 were
time nor useless parleying with wit- •ins, Mr. Alex
The
conven
waiting for the steamship they
tion
adjour
10:40
ned
at
Kirkland was on stand
time.
Jefferson
..
262 343 act2
nesies. "Step aside" and "Call the v.hen
fished complacently from their small
the court adjourned for the ev- with a mighty cheer, like a note of
R.
E. Lee
274 282 208 boat.
next witness" was heard often yesters
victory, that swelled over the hall and
ening and will finish this morning.
Jersey Camp No. io W. 0. W.
Longfellow .
221 220 202
day, and one or the other order
out
throug
Stens'and, who is unusued to the
h
the
strets
and which will
wasM'r.Wi•helm has something like
McKinley
given on the last disposition of the
91 151 171 formality of departing from ports like
carried tomorrow by the homessard
be
You
are
request
ed
to
meet
at
the
Washington . . . ......478 608662 Tangier,
attorneys to waste any time or when twenty-five more witnesses to be bound delegates into every county in camp at i :so p.
watched the procedings curm. this afternoon to II tgh
School
the witnesses seemed slow in leaving heard and the plaintiff has about that the state.
to9 114 145 iously, but Tangier parted with
arr.oig
e
for
and
attend
him'
the
funeral
of
many also. In view of this fact. and
the box.
kindly because he tipped everybody
The demonstration to Mr. Hearst the late Soy. J. C. Boaz.
the
inactivity of the court, for no was one of
Totals
It is known that there will be seven
riko 3015 2106 handsomely.
the most remarkable
Members of Olive Camp No. 2 and
speeches made in the case. This was evening sessions are held, it was tributes ever paid to a man in public
Colored Schools.
The servants in the Bristol Hotel
?II other Woldfr en are resp•ctiti lv
settled last night, when the court and thought last night that the case
First Day
declare the bank wrecker paid better
1904
19
0
5
59
06
quest.
r,
i
e • E:tend.
-attorneys met to talk over the mat- would go over into next week. The
Garfield . .
. a hanker. What the clerks
183 270 385 tips than
Continued on Page Five.
GEO. R. BROADFOOT Cler.
ter of what instructions the court speeches come last, of course, and
Lincoln
453 315 348 in the United States Consulate got out
should give the jury when the case they may themselves occupy a day's
of the prisoner is unkntown. Before
High *hoc)!
26 37 35
was concluded. The prosecution will time.
11- ving, Stensland luncheoned for the
be presented by Commonwealth AtMessrs Yeiser Patterson and ColTotal
662 riaz 164 last time on Moroccan soil from a
torney Alvin W. Barkley and Judge !ins and perhaps others of the
basket sent from the Bristol.
witHe
L. T. Lightfoot, who was employed nesse% _in the case are to come home
shared the remnants with the Moorish
Grand Total `.
2322 2637 2870
by the administrator of H. A. Rose this morning on the packet.
laborers on the dock.
to assist in the case. For the dcafense
TRAGIC
DEATH
OF
Hon. Hal Corbett, Hon. 011ie M.
BLYDENBERG GJRL HE IS "HELL BENT" ON
James. Col. Campbell Flournoy and
Having a Good Time.
Des Moines, Ia., Sept. Q.—Charges
SEEING BILLY BRYAN
Col. Sam Crossland will speak. How
with being indirectly responsible for
The
many
James
Frankli
Graham
Turnke
Is
Paduca
al-,
the
n
,
y
hans
Howie
express
who
ed
doubt,
are
atmuch time the court will allow is unthe death of Miss Irene Blydenberg 'Uncle Jimmy" Hays Walks
Long
known. but this will he equally divided tending the Livingston circuit court leged slayer of Claude Bass, thinking and Gains scontinued:
Distance to Get to Louisville
"Graham has in talking to me sev- of Eldora, H. B. Dickerson of Des
between the defense and the prosecu- as witnesies in the Worten-Register af suiciding?
Moines
, an insurance agent, was areral times said he would suicide, and
tion. It is likely that six hqurs will case are having all the "fun" possible
rested at Corning this evening and
Nicholas Gains a fel'ow prisoner has
talked about hanging or strangLexington. Ky.. Sept. t;.—"Uncle
be given the speeches. three hours on during their enforced visit.
Of course, the crowd being a con- in the county jail, declares this is hog himself, with his bedclothes, eat returned to the city. He has a %elle Jimmy" Hays, a resident of
a side.
Hindman,
and three children here.
Yesterday the court room was well genial one they are playing a numher the case. He goes further and says glass or butt his brains out or do
Knott county, arrived here last night
Blyclen
Miss
berg's
father
is in the
Cri wded during the hearing of the of pranks on each other, and in turn that Graham has expressed the de- snything else to end his life. He has
penitentiary serving a sentence for en route to. Louisville "hell bent" on
evidence Today the attendance' will enjoying their achievemets in this line. termination to take his own life.
seeing William Jennings Bryan, whom
slid he was so deternined several the, murder of Mks. Blyden
berg. Mrs.
One of the "richest" of the pranks
lie regards as the greatest min in
OD doubt be. larger especially during
Wednesday Graham was removed times today."
Cook,
at whose home she was taken
the time when any speaking is in was perhaps played Wednesday night from the cell he was placed
Turnkey Howie recaEed that Gra- ill, says Dickerson secured and paid the world.
in the
progress. There is much interest in on a prime mover in the fun. Wed- evening 'he was first incarce
To gratify his desre to see the
rated in httm had earlier quietly asked him ter for her room.
nesday night some of the sufferers
the ease.
.
commoner "Uncle Jimmy" traveled
let him have a razor with which to
the
jail
and
cell
The
a
put
in
with
City
Gains,
Marsha
l
Eldora
of
has
The Register was misinformed and from the capers of the prankist in
who is serving a term for petty lar- shave, and putting this 'request with been sent for by the Des Moines from Hindman to Jackson, a distance
lead into an error yesterday when it question came in late
find that he
what Gains had to say, concluded that officers and the matter is to be given of thirty-five miles on foot and from
ceny.
had
partly if not comple ly disrobed
stated that Hon. 011ie M. James had
Graha
m was thinking of taking his a thorough investigation. The Bly- there he took a train for Lexington.
he
two
1
have
rather
ben'
intimat
e
retired from the case Co make room to retire and was then sotiidly asleep
life
and
he decided to and did re _ denbergs came from Brooklyn, N. Y..
s:nce
mate
being
plated
togethe
as
r
It
took
but the idea to r suit in atfor Col. Sam Crossland. The latter
—Though the evening was cool
move
him
Gains
to another cell. Graham in tool The girl is the daughter of
says.
and Graham has talked
had only been added to the attorneys tion, and inless time than it takes to
Blyden's erg, the Iowa Bluebeard, there was a very good patronage at
may
hold
the
that
idea
much
take
will
to
him
he
about
the
charge
tell
under
it
'anothe
r prank had ben played
for the defense.
his life if he is held over on the whose three wives died under sus- the carnival last night. The patronage
There was no other business trans- and the lover of such sport was soon which he is resting.
picious circumstances. He was about of the attractions was too quite •ibYestesrday, as Gains alleges
alle
acted during court yesterday besides sleping soundly out on the side walk
, Gra. charge against-him, but he wi'l have
to
marry a fourth when found guilty eral.
hard
a
time
to do so, for Turnkey
the hearing of this case except the in front of the store house, the ob- ham declared he meant to suicide if
of murder.
he was not soon released. At least Howie will give no chance.
jurors of the regular panel not en- served of all observers.
P. H. Bush, of Smith'and. is at the
It is said that it was near 7 o'clock yesterday afternoon Gains asked to
The charge against Graham is to
gaged were dismissed until next Mon_Ths I. C. R. R. is moving a two- Palmer.
when the "sleeping beauty" awoke, have a private talk with Turnkey be called in the city court this mornday morning.
story frame which it used for train
Russians pay only 9 cents a word
and wrapping himself in the sheet on Howie, and the request being
granted inst. It is understood that a number dispatchers from near the Union
for telegrams to Vladivostock, while
of witnesses will be present to testify
—It was very quiet about the city which he had slept took a sneak into Gains said:
!depot to near Eleventh and Broadway. the English have to pay 5o cents
a
ht night. The police were complain- the, store house to dress.
"Mir. Howie, I wish,you would take for the 'state. Graham up to last .The building is 30 feet high
and 20x24 word to India, isoo miles nearer the
While owning to the "coin" the Graham
evenin
ing ,,f the, dulness in their line. Not
prepara
had
g
made
tion
no
to
feet
I
out of my cell. He talks of
long and is to be moved a dis- sender.
a warrant had been asked for up to suffering prankist smiles and says it's suiciaing if he is not soon released defend himself against the charge. tance of near a mile.
The work is
his
time
next. Those Who "cooled his and I fear
midnight and no charge of any kind
he wi'l harm himself in and had asked for no witnesses to be i particularly novel because 'it being
A plant for manufacturing artifieisl
'ardor" as stated are dreading their
lodged nor arrest made.
some way. and I don't want. to wit- heard in his behalf nor secured an'moved on parallel tracks and by the marble was
discovery.•
recently established in
attorne
y.
ness the act."
use 01 two trains.
Catania, italy.
•
.6.

MR LOVING HEARD
ON HIS OWN BEHALF

RECOMMENDED TICKET TO
CANDIDATE IS CITY
DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION
JUDGE OF IlAYFIELD'

1

LARGER THAN
EVER BEFORE

ABOUT 50
WITNESSES

NEGRO GIVEN
FIVE PEARS

the
erine
treets
wn 0,1

-

sssig
mime

N

WAS THE INELEGANT
EXPRESSION OF SAM JONES
AT CHICAGO.

IS GRAHAM THINKING OF
COMMITTING SUICIDE ?•

I

TAKEN ON BOARD THE
PRINZ ADELBERT

BAD AIM
OF GUNNER

IMINHOIMPW66~1106

Lynching a Necessary
Concomitant of Race
Ineplity and Enmity.

"00 MARK HIM WELL."

Breathes there a man with soud so
dead,1
s
Who never to himself hath said:
"My trade of late is getting bad,
I'll try another ten-inch ad?"
If such trere be go mark him well
By Duncan Bellinger.
For him no bank account shall swell,
••••••••••000.0.00.010.10.0 No angels watch the golden stair;
SAVED DR. CARVER FROM VOL(Ex-Attorney General of South Car- No welcome home the millionaire,
LEY OF FRESH HEN
The man who never asks for trade
olina and Foremost Enemy of
FRUIT.
By local line or ad displayed,
Lynching in the South.)
Cares more for rest than worldly
gain,
When Northerners ask us, "How
He Describes the Egg-Throwing In- do you hope to put a stop to lynch- And patronage bdt gives him pain.
cident—Was Bombarded by
,in?" we answer With perfect frank- Tread lightly, friends; let-no rude
Whisky Men.
sound
ness that we know no "how" and hope
Disturb his solitude profound;
;not at all.
' For the one "great unmentionible Here let him live in calm repose,
Dr. W. 0. Carver of the Southern crime," any man, be he black or white, Unsought except by men he owes.
Baptist Theological seminary and forunlee; protected by officers And when he dies go plant him deep
merly, of Christian county, says that of the law, be summarily killed by That naught may break his dreamless
sleep,
the recent egg shower gotten up for the family, friends and neighbors of
him, it is alleged, by saloon sympa- the victim of his criminal lust, and 1Alhere no rude clamor may dispel
thizers at Balltown, Nelson county. the act of the executioners would The quiet that he loved so well,
was not a brilliant success, due chief- I meet general approval. This is due And when the world may know his
' loss,
ly to the poor marksmanship of the to the ingrain-e-d sentiment of • our
gunners.
people, whatever be their educational Place on his grave a wreath of moss
Being on his way to deliver an ad- or social opportunity, that any worn- And on a stone above, 'Here lies
dress at Bardstown, Dr. Carver was, an can depend upon a whole commu- A chump who wouldn't advertise."
—Exchange.
according to the Louisville Times, nity to resent an insult offered her
asked to speak for the local option Or to avenge her wrongs. If the perpeople at BaMown, which has been a t petrator of the offense be a negro MEDIAEVAL UKASE
RESPONSIBLE
headquarters for saloons and illicit the element of racial antipathy, evi- ._
whisky dealing for many years until dently growing stronger day by day,
_____
the county judge became disgusted adds fury and savage delight, and to For Troubles in Russia at Present—
Military Court.
and revoked the licenses of the bars. simple justice is added too often the
It had been dry for some time prior most revolting barbarities.
St. Petersburg, Sept. I3.—The meto his visit.
While white men have been lynchThe yard in which Dr. Carver spoke ed in this state, the instances in which diaeval ukase abolishing civil law and
was next door to a blacksmith shop, members of the race are charged with instituting military camp tribunals,
which was directly opposite the gen- the "great offense" are so rare that the judgments of which can be inA large they may be disregarded in discuss- stantly executed without appeal, thus
eral store of the town.
putting the lives and property of the
crowd of orderly people had assem- ing the question.
into the hands of troopers, has
people
bled to bear the speaking and one or
Broadly stated, it may be said that
two rowdies were seen to go into the lynching is one of the necessary con- produced immediate results. Military
store during the early part of it. Pass- comitants of race inequality and race patrols in Poland and the Baltic
ing back into the rear, they enconsed enmity. There are vast numbers of Provinces raid houses and search passthemselves behind a high board fence, the "new generation" of the negro ersby on the street, appropriating to
from which point of vantage they race who will commit rape upon occa- themselves such valuables, as they
commanded the meeting place oppo- •sion, and all generations of white men may find. Those who resist are shot
site.
alive on that occasion will lynch the or brought betake military courts.
Thus the number of executions has
From there, at intervals of a few negro.
which
minutes, they bombarded the temperIt must not be overlooked that increased tenfold. At Siedlce,
ance people with a fusillade of hen crimes of the character alluded to are is a peaceful town, with little ndusfruit, which, as it happened, were not never committed by the ex-slaves but trial interests, the patrol attacked two
stale, being secured from the stock it must be likewise remembered that respectable women. Witnesses who
in the store.
there are few of the ex-slave owners objected to their brutality attacked
Perhaps it was because their aim left, and there are no traditional ties the Patrol, whereupon the entire garwas had, and perhaps it was because between the younger generations of rison, both infantry and artillery, fired
the town. Hundreds were killed or
they were fortified with "Dutch cour- the two races.
age, but at any rate Dr. Carver says
All the movements ever dreamed of wounded, houses destroyed and the
that although they must have thrown to uplift the blacks cannot make the citiezns robbed of their goods.
The verdict against the slayer of
several dozen eggs, the only damage race a. such a factor of good citizendone was that a spectator was hit on ship; though, of course, there are con- Gen. Min was not put into eexcution.
verthe foot.
spicuous exceptions. And all the ley- The newspapers published the
Feeling ran very high for a time eling tendencies of centuries cannot diet yesterday and it was submitted to
but the meeting continued, and the make the white respect and love the the Grand Duke Nicholas for his sancattacking party could not be dislodged children of the slave that the law tion, whereupon the grand duke refrom their fort, as the only means of tries to make his brothers and social ceived notice that he was to be killed
if he signed 't. Today it is officially
ingress or egress was through the equals.
that the grand dukes' sigannounced
store.
To the end of time the negroes will
secessary and the exnature
is
not
Dr. Carver says that although the continue to commit outrages against
'temperance people lost their fight in law and order. And just so many of ecution has been delayed.
The revolutionists are planning to
Nelson county, it was only by the these outrages as are committed in
narrowest margin of 265 votes in a outlying districts will be revenged by meet in Fnland to organiez a genharvest. Meantotal of 3500 cast.
the c'tiezne of the locality themselves, eral strike after the
instructing the reare
while
they
regardless of the officials of justice.
and terrorFollowing each successive lynch- cruits to resist enlistment
being directed against
action
is
istic
A Railroad Surrender.
ing you will find throughout the state
officials who are
(Evansville Courier.)
a sentiment that sympathizes with the the generals and
cruelty.
In addition it is:
guilty
of
It is an encouraging sign of the instinct of the victim's relatives to
ale imperial
capture
proposed
to
times that the Pennsylvania railway lynch, and at the same time denounce
has seen fit to sell enough of its hold- the officers of the law for failure to treasury in St. Petersbutg and the
provincial subt-reasuries at the same
ings of the Baltimore & Ohio and the prevent the lynching.
Today the imperial bank and
time.
Norfolk & Western railways to deIt is generally felt among antithe
streets
in the neighborhood are
prive it of control, despite the fact lynchers that official failure to perthat the banking firm of Kuhn, Loeb form duty—in arresting the criminal guarded by cavalry.
Sr Co., friendly financiers, are the pur- and guarding him from capture—is rechasers. The reason assigned for the sponsible for more lynching than the NEW SOUTHERN INDUSTRIES.
sale by President Cassatt betclicens unbridled sentiment that forces men
a much chastened spirit as compared to lynch. Weak-kneed sheriffs and
Chattanooga, Tenn.. Sept. 13.—The
with the attitude lat year of that deputies who quail in the face of an more important new industries estabmighty railway official. While en- angry mob are more blame-worthy lished in the South during the vitek
deavoring to explain that there was than the murderous ringleaders who ending yesterday are shown by the
uo wrongful purpose involved in the hx the noose and pull the rope,
following list compiled and verified by
acquisition of the majority of the stock
It is a curious thing that lynching The Tradesman. Among the conin rival companies, it is announced is not deterring in its effect upon the cerns most heavily capitalized may be
that the directors have sold these criminal tende.ncies of a neighborhood, mentioned cotton mills in North Car%bares "in deference ,to the present On the contrary, every lynching , ohne, with $2,00o,000 capital; coal,
state of public opinion upen such seems to be followed by an epidemic. iron and lumber company, in Alamatters, although there was no foun- of crime. Fear of being lynched is bama, with $1,coo.000; smelter in Indation for the charge and altho it was not prohibitive.
(Ilan Territory, with $1.000,000; asconfidenly believed that the company
To prevent lynching we must pre- phalt company in Oklahoma, with $1,was entirely within its legal rights. vent the occasion. The law must in- 000,000; oil and gas company in West
in purchasing and holding these crease the police protection of those Virgina, with $4,000,000, and many
stocloi."
farming sections of th? country where other important industries capitalized
That the most important railway in blacks predominate and white women at from $200,000 to $5oo,00o. The list
the world should thus publicly defer are necessarily left alone in the farm i for Kentucky is as follows:
to the will of the petele is.greatly en- houses much of the day. And by
Paris--$2o.00 amusement company.
couraging to ,those who believe that statute we must increase the penalty
Lexington—$500300 blow pipe cornreform in the abuses of the present eaxcted for those crimes that incite pany.
system can be brought about with- men to lynch. There is no distinction .
1 Salt Lick—Ice factory.
out revolution. Hitherto it has been made in tent-criminal statutes between
Middlesboro--$5oo amusement cornthe fashion for the great corporations assault and battery upon a man and pany.
to defy public sentiment and•disregard upon a:defenseless woman. The punthe rights of the people with haughty ishment is both cases is limited to ten
Indians Growing in Numbers.
arrogance. They refused to recogniez years' imprisonment. In the case of
Sentimentali-ts always picture the
that the people have an interest in the attempt to commit the more heithem and have a right Ito demand com- nous crime the penalty is lamentably Indians as a vanishing race, shoved
pliance with the law, which is a sn- inadequate. A. death penalty is im- on toward the furthermost edge of
perior claim to any pretense of power posed for murder, rape and arson. The the map by the ruthless white man
to make unfettered use of individual attern•pt to commit rape should be and shot down now and then when
they do not obey with sufficient alacproperty.
punished with death.
rity the order to move on. But cold
The people of the country are not
statistics show that there are 284,000
hostile to railways or to corporate
Indians now living, and that there
wealth merely because they are such.
What England's Paupers Cost.
has been an increase of 14,000 in the
The people arc not demanding anycomparistartling
Sonic
figures of
thing unfair. They want only that son have been made to show the cost last decade. It is estimated that there
the
degree of fairness and honesty from of Englieh paupers. The English were bet 230.000 in what is now
the corporations that they expect from poor law foots up an expense of mere United State: when this country was
one another. They expect obedience than $75,00,000 a year, which is as discovered. These figures constitute
to the laws. The Pennsylvania has great as the entire annual expendi- a high tribete to the vigor of a race
set up a valuable precedent..
tura- of the kingdom of Holland, al- that has net only survived the enmost as much as that of Atistealia croachments of civilization, representand
New Zealand combined, and equal ed by some cio,00,000 whites, but inBLUE GRASS FAIR, LEXING4
the while public expenditure of creased and multiplied while defending
to
TON, KY.
Denrnark, Greece and Norway. It is itself with inferior weapons against
On account of the floe Grass fair,
easy
to nnderstand from these fig- trained fighting men with modern,
Lexington, Ky., the Southern railtires the enormous drain which this arms.—Louisville Courier-Journal
way will sell excursion tickets from all social and economic condition proof its stations in Kentucky on Sept. duces. The poor law meanwhile conGiving Her -Fair Warning.
17 to 22, inclusive, at rate of one first- tinties to grow. while the people are
Mrs. ffrinsekeep—If you do a lit class fare, pills $25C (minimum Soe) kept from ownership in the land and tle work for me now I'll give you a
for the round trip, with return limit the expenses of England's vast sys: good dinner after a while.
Sept. 25.
tern of imperial greatnese are' main- I Weary Willie—You'll git off cheapUnusually fine exhibits and inter- tained.—Boston Globe,
i et-, lady ,if ye gimme de dinner now
esting races have been arranged for.
an' furgit de work. Work always
Everyone should
attend the Blue
The, railway 'service in Italy is in i gives me it fierce appetitte—PhiladelGras's fair.
sech a had way that it will take $300._ I phia Press.
.........
For complete information call on 000,000 to bring the state lines (8137
your local ticket agent.
the
Daily
Register
for News
'Read
miles) into ftill working order.

NEW YORK WOMAN's SHOES
Philadelphia Chtic Sire Their Appearance Indicates Carelessaims.
Said a Philadelphia woman the oth.
Jr day:
"There iI one peculiarity about wom.
on in New York which muet strike any
.her places
heosetitoyt
cona
, ianngd into tra
ste..aAntgebrcroe
I have visited, a wotaan feels almost
well dressed 11 only her gloves and
shoes are new and really smart lookng. In New York that evidently is
not the case, at least so far 89 the
footwear is concerned.
"Have you noticed it? Even very
Pell dressed women over here wear
Poor shoes. When they are not shabby
and broken they are of poor last and
=leap leather.
"And the fact is the moee remarkable
because I have never seen men more
extravagant in their footwear than
those of New York. The next time
you are in an elevated train or street
car observe the row of feet opposite.
The men will almost without exception
be well shod, and there will be
glimpses of the most beautiful things
in silk and embroidered socks appearing above their shoe tops; while the
stylishly clad feminine foot will be
conspicuous by its absence.
"I don't know whether it Is that the
New York woman considers a five-dollar shoe an unheard of extravagance
or whether she is a poor judge of footwear. But whatever it is, I prefer the
oh -fashioned
Philadelphia opinion
that a lady is known by her hands and
feet more than by anything else."

HER BUSINESS ABILITY.

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
CORRECTED MAY 30, 1906.
SOUTH BOUND
Leave Cincinnati
Leave Louisville
Leave Owensboro
Leave Horse Branch
Leave Central City
Leave Nortonville
Leave Evansville
Leave Nashville
Leave Hopkinsville
Leave Pfnceton
Arrive Paducah
Leave Paducah
Arrive Fulton
Arrive Ghbs, Tenn.
Arrive Rives
Arrive Jackson
Arrive Memphis
Arrive New Orleans

Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Arrive
1.eave
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive

NORTH BOUND
New Orleans
Memphis
Jackson, Term
Rives
Fulton
Paducah
Paducah
Princeton
Hopkirev'tle
Nashville
Evansville
Nortonville
Central City
Horse Branch
Owensboro
Louisville
Cincinntfti

Piauap Deal That Netted Resourceful
Wife One Hundred
Dollars.
Senator Platt, In a humorous speech
was praising woman at a dinner party
"And her business ability!" he ex.
claimed. "Only the other day thi
young wife cn. a young friend of 1111.il
said excitedly to her husband on hu
return home:
—John, I have made more 'Loney
than you to-day.'
'How much have you ma.:2?'
asked.
"'A hundred dollars,' she said
proudly.
" 'Good, good!' cried the youne
man. 'And how did you make It?'
" 'Well,' said the young is ,y, 'yoe
know my odd piano that you oeiy paid
POO for? I sold it to-day for SUM.'
"'Gracious, and %hat are you veins
to do with all the money?' he asked.
" `Oh, there isn't any money,' aka
sal&
'Ebr
"'You see, I sold the piano to a deal
arr,' she explained!
gives we a new
on. for $.00 and allows me $400 fen
the old one. Haven't I done well? ti
you'd stay home and let me .un youi
business r.or you, you'd grow rich.
Think, $100 a day! Thai is over $300,.
000 a year.'

MARYLAND'S OLD VOLCANOS
Three Peaks in Western rountaLue
Found to Be Metal-Bearing
Volcanic Bock.
Prof. Philip R. Uhler returns to be
tdty with the report of a discovery
which he made in the western Maryland mountains. Three peaks the principal one named Buzzaro's Knob,
crown a plateau about six r.11es from
the city, reports the Baltinic,re Amentan. It was for Prof. Uhler t discover
teat the three protninences zae In feet
.olcanoes, aad that they ar the very
oldest type of volcanic rcx .c that is
found In the United States.
These. peaks are of a dif:.-rent form
Mom volcanoes like Vesuvii.s. In the
latter form of volcano moltr i lava and
stones are ferced up by s perheated
steam. !saving a deep hoe, but in
these craters in western Maryland the
whole mountain was originally in a
molten condition and the top crust was
fe7sed upward In a dome-shaped form,
and such lava as did not escape wa,4
kirc,ed out In v. ate at various place*.
The. volcanic ,rock ef the region is met
al-bearing, and specimens of gray
erten and gold copper were band
Dr. tiller. The domes of the crateis
Irere somewhat elliptical in shape.

No. tot
8:20 a.m
12:01 p.m.
.
2:28 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
4:08 P.m12:50 pan.
••
'.
4:55 P.m6:to p m.
6:15 p.m.
7:20 p.m,
8:05 p.m
8:13 p.m.
-,:to p.m.
10:35 a.m.
No.
7:10
0:45
8:07

zo2
p.m.
2:111.
a.m.

zoos
1 I :20
11:25
12:39
6:15
9:25
3:45
1:28
3:05
3:06
'4:55
5:35
9:15

a.m.
a.m.

a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
tem.
p.m.
p.m.
pen.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

No. to3
6:00 p.m.
9:40 p.m.
0:30 p.m.
12:08 a.m.
- :03 a.m.
1:40 a.m.
4:40 p.m
7:00 p.m.
9:45 p.m.
2:27 a.m.
3:40 a.m.
345 a.m.
4:50 a.m.
5:51 a.m.
6:oo a.m.
7:t5 a.m.
8:20 a.m.
8:15 p.m.

No. tai

No. 104
9:15 Cm
8:50 p.m.
l000 p.m.
it:58 p.m.
12:35 a.m.
1:43 a.m.
1:48 a.m.
3:03 a.m.
5:20 a.m
8:to a.m.
9:45 am.
3:51 a.m.
430 am n
5:18 a.m.
8:oo a.m.
7:50 a.m.

No.

7:30
9:00
11:05
11:30
1:23
8:30
8:05
11 :20

awn.
a.m.
a.m.
pen.
pee
4./12.
a.m.
a.121.
2:35 p.m.
4:15 p.m.
4:21) p.m..
6:oo p.m.
..
..
•i•
.
122

.

6:oo
7:4o
7:50
crag

1e:35
11:30
12:55
'4:55
4:55

a.m..
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
P.m.
P.m

12:00 t1000

ST. LOUIS DIVISION

Leave
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive

NORTH BOUND
Paducah
Carbondale
Chicago
St. Louis

No.
12:40
4:25
6:30
8.3o

305
p.m
11:01
a.m.
p.m.

Leave
Leave
Leave
Arrive

SOUTH SOUND
St. Louis
Chicago
Cabondale
Paducah

NO
7:45
2:50
11:40
3'35

35
2.111:
a.m.
a.m.
I).al

NO: 374
4:20 p.m.
8:40 P.M.
6:30 a.m.
7:20 a.m.
NO,

375

9:40 p.m.

6:20 p.m.
7:05 a.m
t t :oo a.m

•

CAIRO-NASHVILLE LINE.
GIMP

NOM" BOUND
Nashville
fiopkinsville
Princeton
Paducah
Pailticah
Cairo
St. Louis
Chicago

zoi-8o1
8:10 a.m.
11:20 kW.
2:35 p.01.
4:15 p.m.
6:15 p.m.
7:45 P.m7:30 a.m.
6:30 a.m

SOU7H BOUND
Leave Chicago
Leave St.Loois
Leave Cairo
Arrive Pacta-ah
Leave Paducah
Arrive Princeton
Arrive Hopkinsville
Arrive Nashville

t23-822
6:20 p.m.
g:40 p.m.
6:oo a.m.
7:45 cm7:50 A.m.
9:49 a.m.

Leave
Leave
Leave
Arrive
Leave
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive

135-835
640
745
e:as
9'30
11:10
4:30
9:30

san
cmam.
cm
a.m
p.m.

•

PITI

136-836
9:40 cm.
1:50 p.m.
5:55 P.m
7:40 P.m3:10 p.m.
445 P-m
6:10 p.m.
9:35 P.M-

Trains marked (0) run daily except Sunday. All other trains ran
daily. Trains 103 and to carry through sleepers between Cincinnati,
Memphis and New Orleans; trains lot and 102 sleepers between Louisville, Memphis and New Orleans. Tiains Sol and 822 sleepers between.
Paducah and St. Louis. Train Sot connects at East Cairo with Chicago
Sleeper. For further information, address.
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Paduceh, Ky.
R. M. PRATHER, Ticket Acent, Union Depot, Paducah, K..
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Lc, rieville. Ky.
JOHN A. SCOTT, A. G. P A., Memphis., Tenn
S G. HATCH, G. P. A-. Chicago, 14
W. H. BRILL. D. P. A.. St Loom `i•

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE.
e

MEANING OF SURNAMES.
Derivatien of Sante of the Family
Names Familiar in
Our Day.
Nearly all surnames originally had r
meaning. They were descriptive of
their owners. In a word, they were
nicknames, like "Skinny," or "Shorty,"
or "Pod," says the Philadelpala
tin.
Peel is a surname that shows the
original Peel to have been bald. Grale
means fat—from the French "gras."
Great, from "grand." means big.
An Oliphant should be a clumsy and
unwieldy person. This surname was
"elephant" originally.
The Parkers were keepers of noble-,
men's parks. The Warners were war.
reners or rabbit tenders. The Barkers
prepared bark for tanning. The La.
boncheres were butchers.
Bell meant handsome. Cameron
meant crooked-nosed. Curtis meant
aolite. And Forster meant forester;
Napier, a servant In charge of the table linen: Palmer, a pilgrim; Wain
wright, a wagon builder; Webster, a
weaver; Wright, a carpenter.
Mending ?lettere.
"Haven't you often wondered
as many broken dorm widowers
to get married strain?"
_"Why, no._ N$11.1i ally, they

•
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A MAN OF THE SOUTH.
SKETCH OF GOV. VARDAMAN OF
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MLSSISSIPPI.

A swarthy man with jet-blacle hair incentive to work was taken away
that hangs in luxuriant strands down from the negroes. As it was no use
over his coat collar has come into the to work hard and save, negroes workgreat auditorium. To my gopd for- ed only enough to live from day to
tune he sits down directly in front of day.
The planters were in great distress.
me. He has come in unobtrusively,
trying to escape attention, for in New They appealed to the governor. He
Orleans he is in the enemy's country. delivered scathing denunciations of
indeed, the previous occasion upon the whitecaps, called out the militia,
which I had seen him was when he and set the whole legal ,machinery of
was in iGulfport directing one of those the state in operation. He even said
little naval wars which Louisiana and frequent's, that a good negro always
Mississippi have so often over oyster had his respect and regard before a
beds, boundaries and yellow fever.- shiftless white man. This may not
Again and again their armed forces seem a novel proposition to us, but
have come in contact, and if the Lou- remember where it was advanved. He
isiana meno-f-war had not backed stopped whitecapism. He has tried
sits's !il:e h seesele..1 ll,crs would have Leea
:
ing.,
cessor, Gov. Longino, Zias accomplishBack of them was the iron-jawed ed something.
commander of Mississippi's land and
A self-made man himself, who
naval forces, Alonzo K. Vardaman— chopped railroad ties in order to get
too young to have been an officer in money for an education, who used to
the civil war, but old enough to have sit up nights and study after the othbeen a major in the SpaNsh war. An er workers had gone to bed, Vardaefficient officer he must have been, man is no disbeliever in education as
for when sonic one recently asked the a general principle. He believes that,
commander-in-chief, Lieut. Gen. Cer- under the prevailing constitution of
bin. ii he kne wanything of Varda- American soctety, it is not merely
man, he said he remembered Varda- inexpedient, but unkind, to educate
man well, having noted him as an of- the negro, to create in him.aspirations
ficer who would have dist:uguished doomed only to disappointment.—
himself if he had had a chance in a I Wardon Allan Curtis in Chicago
News.
serious war.
The governor is about 5 feet 9,
stocky. •olid, muscular. but not beefy.
A RAG DOLL OF MEMORIES.
lie i. quick and agile in his movement
Ile w add make a good foot- Three Generations Cuddlea the Homeball player. His face is clean shaven.
ly Baby Sought by an
here is something Latin about its
Advertisement.
eon•our as welt as its hue, something
French, though it does not appear
LOST--An old rag doll, between
that lie ,is other than Anglo-Saxon. Steele school and 428 East Dale
11- is the face of a tighter. titough -trect. Finder will be rewarded by
not a pugnacit us face. It is not the returning to the above address.
face of a man who hunts trouble, but
An old rag doll. Nlot one person in
of one w ho will fight to a finish when a thousand, perhaps, who chanced to
attacked. The severity of the re•t ot read the absurd advertisement that
his features is relieved by a mobile appeared in a Colorado Springs newsand winning mouth, a tender mouth paper today in the "Lost" column
that almost belies his stern eye, com- would pause to give it a second
mending brow and martial chin. His thought, says the Colorado Springs
black mane is brushed back from his Telegraph.
temples. It tiers not hang leng there
Just an old rag doll, fiat-faced and
but runs back in heavy waves to fall homely, its cotton stuffed arms and
over his neck.
legs hanging clumsily and its features
lie hadn't been long in that seat in long since lost from being hugged
front of me before Mississippians spy too tightly through three generations
him. There are 35,csoo Mississippians against baby breasts.
in town today. A white-haired old
And yet the old rag doll, an awful
gentleman from Holly Springs comes figure when compared with the pink
with a pretty little boy. "Governor, and white bisque and real hair creamy grandson wants to give you a Sou- tions of today, is more precious to litvenir badge." The governor kisses tle Marie Louise Ferguson than all
the boy and smiles a smile that is the other pretty dollies in the world.
genuine, a smile that macs you like For more than a year now Mary Louhim, for it is a real smile front a ise ha, gone to sleep each night with
pleased heart and not a mecl.anical the rag baby's cheek pressed closely
pulling of muscles that produces the against her own rosy one. Her mothhalf sneer ending in a half snarl that er. Mrs. W. R. Ferguson of Little
i. the smile of the ordinary politician. Rock. Ark., and her grandmother.
The ordinary politician does not in- Mrs. S. A. Proudfoot of 428 East Dale
tent'. it that way, but he is so sick and streetAhis city, did the same thing
tired of having to smile that he hates years ind years ago, and that is why
you for the necessity he is under of "the old rag doll" has been advertised
smiling; so his smile ends in the as lost and a reward offered for its
welfish visible expression of his mood. return.
Watch the next politician you see.
Money could not buy the rag baby
Gov. Vardaman doesn't smile on ev- —not because of its pecuniary value.
erybody all the time. He smiles only but because it is the one heirloom that
when he wants to smile.
treasure', childhood memories of three
One, two, three, four, five persons generations.
have risen at various points in the
Mary Louise was riding. her dollie
vast ampitheater and headed toward in her gocart yesterday afternoon,
the governor. The speakers on the and. unnoticed, the old rag doll fell
stage look around to 6ec what this to the ground. The loss was not disdistracting demonstration is, there to covered until an hour later, and a
their le,ft and back, half-way up the long search failed to find it. Last
ascending tier of benches. The gov- night Mary Louise cried herself to
ernor secs it in time to flee if he sleep, and a dozen dolls could not take
would not disturb the speech of- the place of the old rag baby.
. Gov. Blanchard. He flees.
And that is why the advertisement
Vardaman is known to us in the was put in the papers and the former
North for his outspoken belief that "tnothere" of two generations have as
the negro should not'be educated. miich concern in finding it as little
This and the various controversies Mary Louise.
Mississippi has had w;th Louisiana
and the central government have lifted
Lightning and Insurance.
him out of the ruck of governors and
According
to The Electrical World
mishave
all
a
we
heard of him. It is
take to believe that he is a negro hat- the fire insurance companies of *the
er. No southerner, of education and United States have practically decidgentility ie Vardaman's point is ed to increese their rates on farm
that at present the negro cannot rise buildings which are not equipped
front a certain lowly position; that with suitable lightning rods. This
to give him an education that fits him decision is the result of a recent infor a field which the present state of quiry, by one of these corporations,
society will not allow him to enter
hich revealed that there had been a
merely makes him unhappy.
general falling off in the use of
Geis. Vardaman was elected largely lightning rods in the
last ten years,
by the "ishitecap" clement "Vs%hite- and that more
than go per cent of
cap" in Mississippi seems to indicate
the losses on farmG at present was
a state of mind rather than organizaattributable
to lightning.
tion. Certain things are done by unThe, device, the invention of which
organized bodies of men of the
"cracker" .class or "red-necks" and was an outgrowth of Franklin's study
"hill-billies," as they arc called in of atmospheric electricity, has underMississippi, and these things arc gone marked changes iji popular valwhitecapism" are a serious menace uation ill the last fifty or sixty years.
to the state's prosperity. The ne'er- At one time great confidence in the
do-well white is jealous of the negro utility of the lightning rod was felt
who gets along in the world. Two by well informed persons. Any,apyears ago "whitecapism" threatened to parent failure to perform its function
ruin agriculture everywhere outside wa then imputed to imperfect conof-the counties of the Y.asoo delta.
seruhtion In a pooke contact with
A negro by dint of industry and moist earth. Eventually, thowever,
saving would get a plot of land and it was discovered that
some of the
build himself a good house. The disappointments
which were experiworthless white looked upon this as enced in
regard to its efficiency could
an insult to himself. lie couldn't
not he accAtinted for in that manner.
look down upon this negro. The
Then followed a widespread skeptiproperty-owning negro soon wouli
cism, which was in a measure jnsti.
find a notice on his door telling,eilm
to leave town within a certain period. fled, but which now appears to have
Some slouchy, whisky-drinking white been too radical.
A few years ago a thorough inveswould appear next morning offering
him a ridiculously low price for his tigation of the whole subject was unthenegro braved the-notice dertaken -by a special committee of a
shots would fbe fired throe,* his British society of architects. One of
shottse. Later he would he taken out the conclusion's reached by that body
and flogged. No negro voter waited was that there were two classes of
for the third stage in this progressive thunderboltet
Agairest one it was
demonstration of the whitecap power, practicable to secure protection,
while
death. It can easily be seen that all against the other it
Was not. So far

as we are aware, no attempt was
made to determine which of the two
ore numerous class, but the
was th
ado ti
of lightning rods was distPictly recommended. Several modification in their arrangement were
proposed, but, on the whole ,the committee was convinced that it would be
a mistake to dispense with them altogether. The decision of the American
insurance companies runs parallel
with, but is probably independent of,
that advice. These organizations,
having satisfied themselves that the
chance of destruction is greater when
lightning rods are absent than when
they have been provided, evidently
believe it to be for their own interest to discriminate against risks of
the former character.
Property owners might well have
sad to themselves when they learned
what the British architects decided:
"Even partial protection is better than
no protection at alL" Such of them
a, were unconverted, however, may
he led to change their practice, if not
their opinions, if they are now obliged
to pay higher insurance premiums
than they have paid before.—Evansvine Courier.
The Boss Jollier.
Hope's a jollier, my friend;
That you can't deny.
Do not unto me pretend
That you'll even try.
Hope to unsuccessful men
Sing, a siren song.
Bids 'cm buck the game again—
Jollies 'em along.
s
,
When in darkness and despair
Dolefully sus? grope,
We walk right into the snare
Spread by aitful Hope.
Hope doth whisper in our ears
Imitations strong.
Does away with all our fears—
us along.
—Exchange.

N.

COMMUTER, TESTS
S. P. POOL,
MRS. COMMUTER.
"A queer thing happened on the
train this morning," said the commuttor to'his wife. "1 am going to pia the
situation to you and see what you
think of it.
"at Caldwell two men began to argue on tue g,ineral cussedneiss or hut
L. a..1 nature. One was' a pess'imist, see
ether an swat:Lost. The optial.st. diu
most of the talking.
"'The average man,' said he, 'is ho:.'
est.. I will prove it to you right now.
There are at least 50 men in this cal
Ind not one of them I venture to cay
will claim anything that does not be.
tong to him.'
"The cynic admitted that they were,
Indeed, a pretty cieeent lot. 'But I d
advise you to go slow,' he said. How
do you propose to test them?'
" 'This way,' said the optimist. '1
have In my pocket a scaripin that 1
lave never wi_xn. I obly Lou4tit I.
esterslay and am taking it t.15 town
to-day to give it to my wife's nel-,Lew
as a birthday present. Now, I am willing to give the impression that I found
It in this car. If any IAA)
, has nerve
enough to claim it as his he may have
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"The cynic agreed to those conditions and the porter was called.
" 'Will you ascertain,' said the optimist, 'if anybody In this car has lost
maything recently?'
"The porter walked up and down the
aisle and bawled out at the top of his
voice: 'Lost
property found—lost
property found. Who does it belong
tZ
to? This gentleman has it.'
"Everybody looked through their
pockets and several persons claimed to
be poorer than when they left home.
Three had lost money, one a watch
charm, somebody else a bunch of keys
and another a signet ring. Presently
man sitting near the middle of the
ear Jumped up and said:
'By George! I have lost a scarfpin!'
"
hat kind of a pin was It?' asked
the optimist.
Sheen and Intoxication.
" 'It v.as an opal set in a gold h-nd
According to Prof. Minnot of Paris
the
sleep may be defined as a sort of in- at Egyesian worissnanship,' ws
toxication caused by carbonic acid. reply.
—rbe optimist nearly dropped. 'Is
Experimenting with animals that hibernate in winter, such as the marmot. this it?' asked the optimist_
" 'It is,: said the man, and be took
for instance, Prof. Minnot has found
that during the progress of hiberna- the pin.
"'I he optimist was disheartened. He
tion there is- an accumulation of carbonic acid in the blood of the uncon- had lost a valuable pin and his faith
scious animal. Further study has con- tn the honesty of mankind at the same
vinced him that the "winter sleep" of time, and the double blow was enough
hibernating animals does not differ as to floor him. The cynic, although sefar as its causes are concerned, from cretly delighted, was puzzled.
" 'Of course,' said he, 'you can't
the ordinary .deep which, for shorter
squeal. You've agrced to let the felperiods, lulls the senses and restores
low keep the pin, and you're bound in
the trength of all animals, including
honor to do, but I'd demand an exman.—Philadelphia Record.
planation if I were you. The circumstances are really remarkable, and that
241 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
much is due you.'
Hiding Evidence of Gayety.
MAIN AND FOURTH STREET. LOUISVILLE. KY.
"The optimist thought so, too, se he
Now comes the tune when the
"poor, overworked" and "stay-at- went back and eat down beside the
home" husband, anticipating the re- man who had filched his pin.
"'Sir,' said the optimist, 'there is no
turn of his family, will search the
corners of the sitting room vigofou.sly need for me to tell you that you are
for vagrant poker chips; have the an infernal rascal. You know that Al
parlor curtains fumigated for expen- well as I do. You are aware that that
sive tobacco smoke; clear away the pin does not belong to you. What I
seltzer bottles; overhaul his pockets would Ilk, to know is bow you were
to remove all signs of baseball rain able to describe it so accurately.'
Louisville, Ky.—Southern recep"Then the optimist proceeded to re. tion to William J.
checks and—with a sigh—prepare to
Bryan. Dates of
settle down once more to the blissful tate his previous conversation with the sale, Sept. to, tt, and train No. 104 of
serenity of domestic existence.—At- cynic. The young man i'srrned with Sept. 12, 1906; limit Sept. 15, 11906.
keen appreciation. He did not get
lanta Constitution
Round trip rate, $6.95.
mad.
Toronto, Ont., Patriarchs Militant
—Sir,' he said, when it came his
time to talk, 'perhaps I am cot such a & Sovereign Grand Lodge 1. 0. 0. F.
viiima as you ewe. I mule demob. Dates of sale Septembtr 12th to istli
his pin because It belonged to trie. I ineusiye, 1906, limit September 24th
Poet ft fire yews ago. I have bees look- tgo6; by depgsiting ticket and stayNEWing *Yr it ever since. I knew that I ieg fee c,f $t and extension can be
elsonld find It some time. In all thee* secured to October
24th, 1936. Round
years. whesever I heard of a man find- ttip rate $22.05.
OLDtrig anything, I have butted in with a
Louisville. Ky., Horse Show: Dates
deeeription of that Pin, hoping ttuit be
Eaight hare it. I hare been partimjar. of sale September 30th to October
anxious to get It in the last two fdh two inclusive, limit October 8th,
Maryland Physician Cures Himself'of ly
rears. I am married now and I want 1906. Round trip rate $8.50.
Eczema with Cuticura Remedies. to get the opal set in a ring for my Louisville, Ky., Grand Lodge K. of
wife. I thank you for returning it to P.
of Kentucky: Dates of sale SepPrescribes Them and Has Cured me:
tember 3oth. October tst and 2nd, t2t2:2212212=ZU
Many Cases Where Other Formulas "The optimist listened, but he was
net convinced. '1 understand the sit- 19°6. limit October 6th, 19°6. Round
Have Failed — Dr. Fisher Says:
tuition.' he said, 'bet I still think you trip rate $6.95.
Lexington Ky., Fall Races: Dates
are a rascal_ In my opinion you have
no right to that pin. I bought it yee r,f sale. October 2nd to 13th, 1906
itarday in good faith, and I tonsider inclusive, limit October 14th, 1905.
that it belongs to me.'
Round trip rate
"Finally they submitted the question
to the rest of the men In car. Opinion
" My face was itillicted with eczema
Invaded. Some thought the young KENTUCKY STATE FAIR, LOUIn the year 1897. I used the Cuticura man entitled to the sere o:hers that
ISVILLE, KY.
Remedies, and was entirely cured. I Diogenes had the beet claim to 1t."
very
and
physician
practicing
"I am surprised," put in the corn.
am a
For the above occasion the Southoften prescribe Cuticura Resolvent and muter's wife, "that there should be any
Cuticura Soap in cases of eczema, and disagreements Of oourse it belonged to ern Railway will sell excursion tickthey have cured where other formulas Dlogenes. The ethics of the
case are cts from all its stations in Kentucky
have failed. I am not in the habit of as plain
an a pikestaff to anybody ex- to Louisville on Sept.
atlimit5sept.
2 in
to 284
endorsing patent medicines, but when
elusive, with return
r
I find remedies possensing true merit, rept that young man."
"flanks," said the commuter. "That rate of one fare plus 25 cents for the
such as the Cutieura Remedies do,I ion
LEMON.('RANGE, CHERRY
broad-minded enough to proclaim their was the point I wanted your opinion round' tri p(minimum soc.)
awe
pracbeen
I
have
world.
virtues to the
A large number of interesting atticing medicine for sixteen years, and
'There wee a brief silence. Presently tractions have been
arranged for, inmust say I find your Remedies A No. 1. the commuter's wife looked at her hueeluding Liberatti's band, trotting and
You are at libslity to publish this letter, band's fleshed face,
at his wilted mass running
ARE GOOD OUR
or any part of it. I remain, very truly
races, interesting agriculturyours, G. M. Fisher, M. D., Big Pool, and the tie beneath.
at
displays,
etc.,
Every
one
should
-Why, where did Toe get that pin?"
Md., May 24, 1905."
she asked. "I never saw it before. An avail themselves of these low rates
opal set in a gold band—well, upon to visit the above fair.
For complete information call on
WITH CRUSHED — STRAW-my word! You don't mean to esty—"
local
ticket
BERRY,
Your
agent
PEACH. PINEARPLE or
-Yes."
mle
the,
commuter.
"I
do
Complete Treatment for Every
CHERRY„ IS BETTER.
I wanted tube opal for you, but since
Humor from Pimples
you think I have no Hatt to It—."
to Scrofula
.1- •*.•
••
f
**Mk" maid the commuter's wife,
Bathe the affected parts with hot Neat% eliteretaL"—N. Y. riesis.
water and Cuticura Soap, to eleanse
Kentucky Fair Dates.
the surface of crusts and scales and
The Olti Otteettain
SEVENTH AND B_ZOADVY, ,
soften the thiekened cuticle; dry,
+ +4
-2. + +•
neen't Tee end it a little erabarraw
without hard rubbing, and apply
Cuticura Ointment freely, to allay tag to be engaged to a widower?"
itching, irritation, and inflammation,
"Well. yea," admitted the young girl
and soothe and heal; and, lastly, take frank*, "I do- Fivery ones In awhile
Kentucky 3tate Fair, Loutev:lle-"Is Speedman a good chauffeur?"
Cuticura Resolvent Pills to cool and
end myself starting to ask him If I
"Good?
Say! He caught a man
Se
pit
embeS
t7-22.
cleanse the blood. A single set, meting
really the first eh he ever loved."
yesterday that every motorist in the
but one dollar, is, often sufficient to am
Sehree, September 18---5 days.
city has had a try at and missed.'
cure the most torturing, disfiguring, -Louisville Octftrier-Journal.
Hartford. September to-4 days.
judge.
Itching, burning, and scaly skin, scalp,
Tormented Liquor.
Henderson, September 26-4 days.
and blood humors, with hose of hair,
The four states whtola produced the
from infancy to age,when all else fails.
Falmouth, Septtember 26---4 shirk
este:tee 1•10•1). re., Ointment, BO. Rotoot-er.t We.(in largest quantity of fermented liquor in
Arbella—Oh, yes, we can trace our
toren of Choeoloto Combed Ms,tie por vial o
.toe onld
Pembroke, September 27-3 days. ..
1904 were New York, 10,691,8'68 bar'
throughout the world. Potter Drug end (..e,t, Corp.,
ancestry far, far bade, ever so far—s
Solo Props, Belotoo.
tilVe mbar°, l.tCtober • 2-5 days.
eels; Pennsylvania, 5,123,936 barrels;
or Stalled rno,'Mow to Cure Tortola& Disesurbei
we have been descending for yeargis•-•
amen or Lamy and Age."
4.11118.4.46 tin.rLs,sad wimps
Mayfield, Octob:r
Judy.
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THE MOST COSTLY FREE ATTR.ACTIONS EVER GIVEN IN PADUCAH
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he Largest and Best Carnival Ever Held in Paducah.
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A CITY BUILT IN A DAY—DESTROYED IN A MINUTE.

Follow the Crowd---Everybody Will Be There.

B:3 SHOWS! LITTLE SHOWS! OTHER SHOWS:

WALLACE PARK SEPTEMBER 10 TO 15, '06
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ber, however much we appreciate his
generously offered hospitality. With, out ill will and without bitterness,
let ust withi:raw to Mfreesboro."
Dr. Landr• it's motion was adopted
and the ses ion adjourned.
"Lc/shaft" Organize.
fr WAS
DIJCOVERED IN
After the t-lionists retired the "loyY TIME AND ACAS
alists" orgaiiized
by electing Rev.
NEVO.R BEEN
Thomas
Buchanan
moderator
and R.
LEBANON PRESBYTERY SPLIT
EQVALLED
L. Baskette -:ated clerk. Hardy CopeIN TWAIN AFTER STORMY
land was z..1mitted and this made
SCENE. ,
24 represent.:tives of churches present.
Very Much Surprised.
Names of Ministers Dropped From
Dr. Clarke. stated clerk of the presthe Rolls As
bytery, said that it was very much of
Bolters.
a surprise to find that the session of
Mt. Tabor c.• arch was unwilling for
It
•
_ the presbytery to meet thhre. lie
Man*,esboro, Tenn., Sept. 13.
Practically a whole presbytery put out added: "I htard som e time ago that
th-o e-es
dificrLmce of opinion
ut me of its own churches in t.te
in
the church. so in July, before 1
midst of a rainstorm was the surprising outcome of the attempt of •made my arraitgements for the meetI wrote the clerk of session there,
Lebanon
prelbytery, tlmnerly
telling
i'mnberlard Presbyterian, but now
him what I heard, and asking
if there was toty reason why we
Presby.terian, when rI tried to hold
its semi-annual Meeting yesterday at • watittl not-be —elcome in that church.
ply that while there
Ma. Tabor church near Murfreesboro. I received a
m to union in the
The church there had invited the "
..as"
lie. OP'
congregation. .
ession wanted the
presbytery to meet, blot a majority of
, presbytery to come. Some of our
the -cc-in is made--4 of anti-union- I
, wo sets of'Nashville miniters suggested that
jet:, c,,n„.,,,I,•rtly w hen :
:t;,pcared
some ,we would better change the place of
from
. .meeting. but I as sired them of what
charchc- tiid it ii sets of lien
e,i to he the presbytery. the session I had heard imm ..le church. I also
'urged that it would be discourteous
io-cidul iiiIvor of the anti-unioni-ts
to the Mt. "-labor people not to go
and
to permit the unionists.
there after. we had voted so to do, for
i
it ere lar,...1::‘• in the majorey,
build; n:r. The unionists said t toey had irequently invite:: the l>
)bytery to mLyt
them, but other
th at a - the dt tlrill Se!,••S1(.11 had
'churches hail been selected. 'We
MOM THE PITTSBURG COAL CO.
TELEPHONES Nit 3
titr,1 i the church bedding ,
c'
tint have troubled the people at
BROADWAY
PADUCAH. "I
•
Id
use
attempt
it
wiiuld
i
not
to
C:vsHas few terrors for the resident whose
;heel:ill if they had told us. even this mornhome is equipped with
against th e %t ill of the session, so
.
inv.
for
we
could
easily have arranged
e in
at'iourned to meet in the churh
a,legal adjournment of the prestrirtesboro. ul:erc Iwen:
•betery by simply sending three min'
Facts
- red f a litec,•:‘ e..e!come
ter:
.. to the church to take such acten'. in pursuance to
T1 •
in
el.:. but just be: re
•'1.
There
"I.
thtir
l:•
, were but four ministers who
htul,
I
played
tt card.
. J. R.
of reiused to remain wit h the presby:pat1n
i.
itery and formed the "loyalist" presbyY ;hville, one of the "loyalists,Get estimates on Plumbing and
..
tery
presbv
_
Not one of these gives his
Steam or Hot Water Heating from
two
„,„
re
ted th:it .1- the
!whole time to the ministry. Rev.
e•t;'ed to meet in this Aura at
, Thomas
iBuchanan. Pastor of the Beech
'
...tall place
:at!
church in Sumner county, is also a
the
born- the successors
I
teacher; Rev. W.
presbytery ot the Cumberdart',
a
is
farmer
who
preach"ers.
some
"resbyterian church, occupy seats
and
in charge of one small church,
.0
to the left and the unionists to the
THE PROMPT PLUMBER.
Providence
. in Wilson county: Rev. J.
imth presbyteries being cons:i•
R. Goodpasture and Rev. 1-1. H. Mar325 Kentucky Avenue.
133 South F ourth Street.
tuted in the same room. The unionist
Both Monts 201.
shall
have
not
for
years
been
in
actso
,ilent'.. i ii nd this ari-anzentent. bm.
ive
ministerial
work.
None
of the
the "! .yali-ts" al moved to the kit.
No further mot-c w as made until af- strong churches of the presbytery
ter the opening -ermon, preached by went with the "loyalists," but small
faction— from several of the strong
Rev. E. E. Hendrick, and constituting
churches had delegates at the loyal
prayer.
presbytery. Though these delegates
Unionists Protest. .
(Incorporated.)
When Dr. J. E. Clarke, stated clerk, represented bolting factions, they
began to call the roll. Rev. J. R. Good- claim to be the legal representatives
pasture protested. contending that he of the chttrches from which they
'loyalists" were being ignored, and withdrew.
No Churches Dropped.
said unless his plan be carried out
SUPERIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FREIGHT,
there must be an appeal to the church
The regullr presbytery does not
MACHINsession to decide which Presbytery recognize that any of its churches
ERY AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS.
•
should he held in the church. He in- have been lost by the action of the
•
timated that the session had been con- "loyalists." No churches are dropped
OFFICE SECOND AND MO?' ROE. BOTH PHONES
stilted and had decided that only the from the roll. The clerk explained
.
"loyalist" presbytery should meet hn that the presbytery never drops a
their church.
church except upon a formal petition,
.Frank Slemons, representative of the result of a majority action of the
the anti-union organiaztion lately el- congregation. If a majority of any
fected in the Addison Avenue church, particular congregation votes to withNashville. bitterly arraigned the mod- draw and go with the antirunionists,
erator for alleged discourtesy, re- The presbytery will then drill such a
minded Dr. MeKamy of former pleas- congregation, but whether such conant relations and referred in a more gregation will be permitted to take the
or lee.- revelant way to the honors church property will depend upon cirand positions of trust enjoyed by the cumstances. Technically the property
Manager.
No theories taught but actual business from the start. Thorough
moderator. lie insisted that unless will all belong ip the "unionists:" that
cources in bookkeeping, shorthand, touch-typewriting, penmansnip,
coy.
the presbytery then in session, would is, to the Presbyterian presbytery. reference to
the union of some local 1 a rly and legally
constituted. It is respondence, spelling, commercial law banking, arithmetic, grammar, eta.
take a recess and allow the "loyal- Whether they will undertake to en- congregations.
further charged in this brief commu- Call or write for beautiful new est:log.
ists" also to constitute, alien the ma- force their legal rights remains to be
A very impressive memorial service nication
that the 'unionists seemed to
jority Would have to seek other quar- seen.
was held :n memory of the lat.! Rev. monopolie
z the house and the loyalters to hold their meeting.
The upon people were very much J. L. Alexander of Nashville
and (:en. ists were ignored,' and that the
subWarm Words.
gratified by the whole-heartedness Henry H.
Noiman of Morfreesboro. ject was *finally left to
the elders of
Rev. Thomas Buchanan of Good- with which the Presbyterians of Nlur- The presbytery
adjourned before noon the church,' who 'after a short
lettsville, a son of Gov. John P. Buch- frersboro opened their hopes to the
contoday, and the next meeting will be ference
decided 'that the loyalisty
anan, addressed the chair, and denied ministers and delegates. It was an- held
at Grace church, Nashville.
would use the church and the union
the moderator's' statement that the nounced immediately after the openfaction should withdraw.'
Presbyterian presbytery had been in- ing of the service that over fifty
Dr. Landrith's Statement.
The Facts in the Case.
vited to that church and insisted that homes had been secured. Rev. R. G.
Referring to a telegraphis special
when the invitation was extended it Newson, the local pastor, having ac- in 1 morning paper. Dr. Ira Landrith, "The facts are that Gov. Buchanwas to the Lebanon presbytery of the complished all this in a few hotirs.
moderator of the I.ebanon presbYtery an, his son, Rex. Thomas Buchanan,
Presbyterian
Cumberland
church.
nt'
the Bre.nyterikin clvirchr in the U. and Rev. J. R. Goodpasture all deBolting Ministers Dropped.
Growing inure impassioned as he proWhen the presbytery opened at S. A., made the following official dared, as did several member; of the
session, that this decision of the Mt.
ceeded. he closed with the exclama- 7:30 p. m. it was found that there statement:
Tabor session was reached before the
fun: "WC want to part with you were twenty ministers in 'attendance
"In the American today there tippresbytery met. Thi. was done by a
a- brethren and Christians, but ii you and eighteen churches were represent- peared
a statement by Frank Slimons vote
of four to two, the union pastor
wont' let us part as brethren we shall ed. Dr. Ira Landrith was elected mod- which
for the sake of accuracy it is not being
invited to participate. It
part as demons."
cralor by acclamation. One of the my duty to correct, since
in most of is k further fact that while
Moderator NleKatuy itiie4 replied first items of business was the adop- it
the soessential declarations it is wrong, called
'loyalist' presbytery was not
thA Ire had indulged the discussion, tion of the following resolution by errors
which I assume are all elvt to recogniezd because
all of which was out of order during uhich the bolting ministers were the
we thiaik it has no
fact that the communication was legal existence,
no harsh criticisms
the roll call. but that the presbytery dropped from the roll:
sent by telephone. Mr. Slemons is were
indulged in by the presbytery.
had no official notice from the session
"Whereas, the following ministers quoted as saying
that there was no The public should understand
of the Mt. Tabor church that the press now on the roll of this presbytery. tothat by
agreement by 'both sides' after 'a con- the terms of
the union and by repeatbytery then in session was unwel- wit: Thomas Buchan. J. R. Goodference of the elders and pastors' that ed action of
a constitutional majority
come.
pasture, H. II. Marsliall and W. W. 'one faction would
use one end of the of the presbytery itself. the Lebanon
Es-Gov. Buchanan declared himself Suddarth. have. by their action today,
church and the other the- other end, presbytery
of the Cumberland Presa member of the session, announcing definitely renounced the jurisdiction of each
agreeing not to interfere with the. byterian
church became on May 24,
time
session
that the
at the same
had this, presbytery and proclaimed their proceeding
s of the other.' Now, the 1906, the Lebanon presbytery
agreed that only the Cumberland allegiance to a new presbytery which
tof the
facts are that no such conference was Presbyteri
an church in the United
Presbyterian presbytery should meet they- have formed, calling it the Lel).
held and no such agreement reached, States of
America, and that in full
in that church.
anon presbytery of the Cumberland Inor was such a
program possible in a knowledge of this certainly coming
Dr. Ira Landrith said: "Mr. Mod- Presbyterian church,
'little church room only about 25x4o
union. the Mt. Taber church invited I Office 106 Broadway
PhonessOffice 385—Residence 1698‘,
erator. there is no occasion here for
"Resolved, That in accordance with fet square. The
presbytery had no this meeting, to which, after it had
unkind words or feeling. Without the Book of Discipline, chapter vii,
intimation of ;he plans of the antibegun ,the session of the local church
conceding that there is any other section 53, the names of said minenionists until les, than live minutts reinsed
the house of worship. The at
Lebanon presbytery except the one in isters be and are hereby dropped from before
the opening, when Rev. J. R. tempt of the anti-u
nionists to disresession, I move we adjourn to meet the roll of the Lebt.non presbytery of
Goodpasture called for the 'Cumber- gard the action
of the presbytery and
again at 7:30 p. m. today in Murfrees- the Presbyterian church in the U. land
Presbyterians' to sit on the left general assembly was not only clear
boro."
a
S. A.
and the 'Presbyterians' on the right violation of
the law of the church,
The motion was seconded by Rev.
"Resolved. That the stated clerk he of the pulpit. Not
having been con- but, in view of the pending inpunction
R. G. Newman. pastor of the Mur-. and.is hereby directed to notify all of stilted
about this division, we quietly. suit, in contempt of court and in
{re-shor° church, who extended a cor- the ministers of this.
open
presbytery that ignored it, since to have recognized
violation of the law of the land, as
dial invitation of the church.
said ministers are no longer members and approved it
would have been also was the action of Gov. Buchanan and
Ruling Elder Robinson of the Mt. of this presbytery."
si
to have acquiesced,, at leat tacitly, in
his fellow elders in interfering with
Tabor church also offered his home
The presbytery adopted a letter the contention
of the anti-unionists the regular meeting and work of the
for the meeting.
which will be sent out to all the that they were the
legal successors of presbytery. We could therefore .do
Dr. Landrith then explained the churches, instructing them what to do the
Lebanon presbytery, which, of nothing less than refuse to recogniez
purpose of his motion as folloWs:"We under the new conditions.
icourse, we deny. Other inaccurate
the presence or rights of any other
Cannot afford, brethren, to continue
The program arranged was in the :statements in Mk.
Slemons' communi- except efie Lebanon reshytery of the
this meeting. anywhere within the nature of a Sunday school rally and cation
are in effect that *his division Presbyterian church in the United
bounds of this congregation. As gen- institute, but this whole program
was of the house had actually taken place
States of America."
tlemen we cannot remain in a church abandoned as it, was intended for a and the
'work' of the two presbyteries
where we are declared to be unwel- popular audience.
:'begun,' wherea:i the union majority
come. It is unfortunate that this
The presbytery's commite on pas- were all the while scattered
through,
.
A fire alarm was turned in the other,
meeting should have been appointed torates and supplies was empoweree
: out the church, and no etiotion or at- day in Berlin for a swallow
caught by
for a church th us divided in senti- to confer with 11 similar rn1111111ittee tempt at
organization by the:anti-un- the leg on the edge of the roof of a
/dent. and We must not further -tinder of the h:s.shyille presbytery of the ionists was
made at all until after the high building. The firemen reared
ft by meeting
a
the home of a mem- Southern Presbyterian church, 'wtth Lebanon
presbytery had been regn- ladder and released the bird.
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Fused Silver and Nickels Recovered Life is full of sunshine
And all the world's aglow;
in San Francisco.
The joy of life is all mine,
As down its ways I go.
One of the most interesting relics
Rooms
It and 12, Coluniuia Bldg.
of the conflagration to be found any_ I hear my children singing
PADUCAH, KY.
Their welcome songs to me,
where in San Francisco, says the
Chronicle of that city, and one that Each day a new joy bringing
To fill my heart with glee.
represents a loss of many .thousand's
of dollars to the United Railroads,
Are a revelation of richness
consists of various, mases of melted Eastward the shadows turning
Attorney at Law.
Gives life and added zest.
and delicious to the housewife
coin that the street railway company
MY eyes new joys discerning,
recovere
d
from
its
safe in the Rialto
.ltom No. 5,
Paducah.
Out in the golden west.
who has a:ready used"ordinary”
building.
olumbia Bldg.
Kentucky
Love laughs at years advancing
4
The
.spices.. Our spices are pure.
blackened masses of precious • And in her
smiles I see
metal are now stored in the office of The glinting
and fresh, having the strength,
sunbeams dancing
Thornwell Mullally, assistant to the
When I am forty-three.
aroma and fine flavors which
president, at Oak and roderick streets
and afford an object of much curios- Old Time his way is winging
nature alone can give. Use
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
ity to visitors. Just what will be done
With swift and noiseless pace,
them in your canning pickling
with the melted coin is a problem But with my children singing
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
that is worrying the officers and diI smile into his face.
and preserving.
No time for idle sighing—
rectors 6f the company. Maillally
The world is bright to me,
hopeful that the treasury department
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
can be induced to make some ruling Beyond new joys are lying,
ITO NORTH FIFTH STREET
Because I'm forty-three.
that will enable the company to recover
somethi
ng
like
the
4
value
coin
Both Phones 355
of the money. Otherwise, should the THE TENNESSEE
FEUDIST'S HOPE
company
succeed in recovering only
DRUGGIST
Office hours 8to to a. m., I to
the bullion value, it will suffer la loss
P. oi. and 7 to 9 p. m.
We concluded tew git out uv Tenof many thousands of dollars.
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
nessee 'fore th' Penroses got anotheh
The company's loss through the
crack at me, an' we-all ju.st packed
melting of silver coin greatly exceeds ouah
j. X. HENDRICK, J. G. MILLER
things and kern out heah. But
any similar loss by any other in- befo' I left
I sent word tew th' two
WM. MARBLE.
stitution in the city. Much of the Penroses thet wuz
left thet I wuz
silver and small cahnge in circulation comin' back some day, an'
when I did
finds its way into the coffers of toe I'd bring anotheh Weldon with me
street railway company during the thet could shot jest ez good ez I
month, and at the time of the fire the could. Afteh we got out heah my
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
United Railroads had many thousands shoulder got all right, an' quah litLAWYERS.
THROAT.
of dollars in silver dollars, halves, tle 'Lizzy eqm an' it seemed ez if we
wuz goin' tew gtt along all right;
Office and Residence, loom; 3 and a quarters, dimes and nickles, in the
but
somehow my woman neveh did
safes
of
Treasure
r
Starr
the
on
eighth
Practice in all the courts of the
Columbia Building.
floor of the iRalto building. All the seem tew git ovah worrin"bout ouah
state. Both phones 31.
Phone 1041—Red.
gold coin in the treasurer's office, con- feud, an' when ouah little gal wuz 5
Rooms I, 2 and 3 Register Build
tained
in a separate safe, escaped un- yeahs old her motheh jest kindo faded
ing, 523 I-2 Broadway.
harmed, but the silver is unrecog- out like, so heah's only th' three uv
us left. But ev'ry night.. I go tew
nizable.
sleep thinkin' thet my boy Clay's anIt consists of a small truckload of
otheh day oldeh an' it won't be much
bltackened masses of metal of irregulongeh befo' wea-II can go back tew
lar shape. Various metals are fused
Tennessee, an' when we do no man
in the melted masses of coin, so that
by th' name of Penrose can eveh have
• OFFICE ITO NORTH FIFTH
the company will probably be put to any peace 'less they
git us fust. . Th'
St.
Louis
and
Tenness
ee River Pack- the expense of having them
•
TELEPHONES:
melted next time we git togetheh is agoin'
et company—the cheapest and bet and refined. Treasurer Starr says tew be th' last time.—Field
and
silver, nickel, copper and iron in tin- Stream.
Itesidence 296
.Office 35) excursion oet of
Padvcah.
known quantities are present in the
big hunks of metal, the copper corn_ INDIANA MAN WHO
ing from the melted one-cent piece,)
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
NEVER TOOK A BATH
and the iron from the boxes in which
LAWYER.
the rolls of coin were packed.
Mee When Eighty Years of Age.
Healthy All His Life.
WEATH
ER
FOR
WEEK
Will practice in all courts of Ke
Goshen, Ind., Sept. 13.—Although
TO BE PREDICTED
're never took a bath. Aaron "Bind"
tuck).
Scientists Making a Special Study Williams lived to be 8o years old.
_
He died at noon yesterday. He wa;
Now of the Sun's Radiation.
It is a tsip of pleastrre, ooratet
km- wn throughout Northe:n Indiana
and rest; good service, good tabl
Soutlicos Michigan .as a man who
Washington, D. C., Sept. I3.—No
good roams, etc. Boats leave ea& forecast the weather a week in ad- ;eobably wo.iked 2 greater distance
vance, perhaps two weeks, and to do ti
-an any ether living man.
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p.
it with far greater accuracy than ever
Williams was a man of wonderful
For other information apply to Jas before dreamed, is
the result which hysique, standing six feet three
Koger, euperintendent; Frank L the weather scientists expect to at- iitches in height.
tain as the result of recent studies in
Brown, agent.
Sewed in an undtrshirt was found
solar radiation. These studies have $14 in bills. asd another
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
small sum
been made by co-operation between c..• money was found
in his room.
(Homeopathist.)
the Smithsonian astronomers and the
weather bureau people, and the reHANDSOME CANE.
sults are of remarkable importance.
Office 306 Broadway—Phone 120
Observations' at Mount Wilson,
Presented by Employes of Company
Residence, 819 Broadway.
Cal., by A. C. Abbott of the Smithto Col. Jno. L Meyers.
149.
Phone
sonian Institution, and like observations in Washington, have about
Col. John L. Meyers, manager or
Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND proved that the sun's heat cast upon
The
Mergenthaler-Horton 'Basket
RETURN. continous passage $4.uo: the earth is greater at times than othwas
Unlimited ticket $5.00 meals and ers, and that the weather is largely company, in Mechanicsburg,
Tuesday afternoon presented with a
affected
by
these
berth
changes.
included
.
Architect and Superintendent
handsome gold headed walking cane
. • .. AA: Several
years ago observers at the as
a memento of the high esteem in
ot Fraternity Building.
Smithsonian Institution noted a heavy
which he is hilt( by the employees of
drop
in
solar
radiatio
n, and at the the company.
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO. party
The. presentatiorr;was
same time a season of inte c cold the
made by Attorney Wheeler Campbell
P4OUCAH.
KENTUCKY of five or over $1.5o each, without country over—•n
ver much of on the part of the
givers of the cane
the world. This set them to think
weals; Sa.00 with meals.
and though he was taken by surprise,
more seriously than ever on the relaGood music on all the boats. Fa tion between the radiation of heat Mr. Meyers made a characteristic talk
thanking the attaches of the basket
urt her particulars see
from the sun and the climate of the
earth. lt was necessary to find out if factory for their evidence of friendS. A. FOWLER, Gen. Pass. Agent there was such a thing' as changes in ship and esteem. Mr. Meyers is soon
Rooms 3 and 6 Register Building
or GIVEN FOWLER. City Pass the radiation and if there was any- to leave for a three months vacation
523 I-2 Broadway. Paducah, Ky.
and visit to his old home in the esat
Agent. Phone 33.
thing like regularity in the changes.
New 'Phone 490.
and the attachecs of the factory
The radiation change: seem now to
wanted him to go away "in style"
have
been fully established, but obser- hence
SPECIALTIES:
the cane presentation. The
vations have not covered a long
Abstracting of Titles,
"stick" is one of the handsomest ever
enough
period
to ascertain whether seen in
Insurance, Corporation and
the city.
the changes come with regularity. InReal Estate Law.
dications are that a certain degree of
INTERESTING ITEMS.
regularity attaches to the changes. EsA sample of the nuts upon which
tablishment of this fact, if it can be
the warriors of Somalliland march
OLIVER. OLIVER & M'GREGOR
established, will be of great assistance
and fight so well has been brought
in weather and climatic forecasting.
to England. Twenty of the nuts
NTT-. Abbot is now at Mount Wilson.
are a day's rations fr)r the Momali,
at the Carnegie solar observatory, and
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear banl
is conducting constant observations who eat. thein boileek
A bill has bett introduced in the
•yarshall County; Paducah, Kr
in the changes in the radiation from
Indian council proposing the curtailthe sun.
Vtoom Its Fraternity Building.
ment of the sale of cocaine in India,
F. E. Fowle is engaged in observing. on
the ground that at present the coew 'Phone tr.s.
Old 'Phone 484
changes in solar radiation in Washcaine habit constitutes a serious danington. Observations of changes in ger
to the country.
the radiation of the sun's heat are
There is a strong feeling in Austria
made with the bolometer. This in- and
Germany against co-operation
strument is so delicate that a chanre stores.
At a recent meeting in VienOffice with Dr. Rivers & Rivers. tall
of a millioneth part of a degree in na
a speaker predicted the ruin of
North Fifth, Both Phones 355.
heat can be detected.
the mercantile class unless something
Residence last Liar. titet Phone t600
was done to check the movement.
4
A presentation from the mikado,
Conquefing the Enemy.
the first of its 1:ind. and consi•ting of
Three Indians in the vicinity of a !acquired wooden clip emblazo
ned
Green Bay oece become converts to with the emperor's arms,
was made
the temperance cause, although pre- in Hull. England,
to J. E. Seddon,
viously given to much drink.
second officer of the London steamer
Three white men formed the reso- Woodford, for rescuing four
Japanlution of trying their Indian :incer- ese fishermen off the coast of Japan.
300 horse power. Best, cheap
ity.
Placing
a canteen of whisky in
We handle all the finest and &int.
s. Sid most economical.
their path, they hid themselves in the
Speeial attention to electric light. eat articles wish the
Protecting the Public.
utmost c".,e bushes to observe the motions of the
"Give me a can of corned heel."
plants.
and make repairs that are absolutely red men. The first one recognized
"Got a prescription?"
his old acquaintance with an "Ugh!"
"Nope: why?"
satifactory.
and, makitig a .high step. passed on.
“Voit'll have to give your name
Paaucati. Ky.
The secoPi laughed, saying. "Me address :also make oath what
know yo"—and walked around. The wand it for."—Houston Post.'
9 last drew his tomahawk, and dashing the canteen to pieces, saying,
The Useful Policeman.
"Ugh! You tonquor me—now I conMrs. Knicker—iSome of these weal—DENTIST— ,
quor you!"—Ram's Horn,
thy familtes have detective's guard
their jewels.
311 Broadway. He that hunts for
Truehart
trouble rarely
Mfrs. Bocker—I know; we can't
comes home without sovne tale csf woe ° keep 'a cook unless there is
a policeL
PHONE Pima.
to telt—new Orleans Pleven& .. nsan on the beat—New York Sun.
LAWYERS.

SPICES

ALBEN W. BARKLEY

DR. R. E. HEARNE

J. 11. Oehlschlaeoer

Hendrick, Mille,
Oltb Marble

Or. Childress

.T.Rivers,M. D.

Excursion:

11••••1101110•.••••••

rums*

•

BALA)
Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Highcst Ence"erre....
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
is I "Leader" for the dealer.

D. ft BALDWIN & CO.
V/. T MILLER,Agent.
520 Broadway,
PADUCAH, KY!

Have You
Started?
a savings account? Mighty smart
thing to do. $1 starts it. We pay
4 per cent on deposits. We invite
small accounts.

For the Round Trip to
$8.00 Tenness
ee river & relur

Mechanic's and Farmers
Savings Bank.

p. MANNINO

SEARS, M. 8.
Office 1707 Meyers St,
Telephone 377.

227 Broadway

'MENEM.

Excursion Rates on
The Rive'

a.>
'

0.D.Schmidt,

H. PURYEAR

. Attioney-at-Law

LAWYEItS

11r. B. T.Hall

Have
Moved
to

Gas and Gasoline
Engines

.1 1

REPAIRING A SPECIALTY

HARRY E. WALLACE,

A. S. DABNEY

The Modern Window Decoration
WHILE EQUAL IN DESIGN AND BEAUTY TO
THE FINEST ART GLASS MADE.
IT CAN BE APPLIED TO ANY WINDOW OR
TRANSOM. IT EXCLUDES OUTSIDE VIEW AND
ADMITS THE LIGHT 'IN THE MOST PLEASING
AND AGREEABLE HUES
IT IS APPROPRIATE IN DINING ROOMS, BATH
ROOMS AND FRONT DOORS. IT IS ONE OF THE
MOST BEAUTIFUL DECORATIONS OF TIIE DAY
FOR ALL KINDS OF DECORATIONS.

C. C. Lee. 315 hav.

11

Broadway

For All Purposes

WINDOW
PHANE...

J. L. WANNER
Jeweler' •

ANNOUNCEMENT
WE

EXTEND

FRIENDS

TO

THE

OUR

SEASON'S

GREETING, AND WITH IT AN
EARNEST
INVITATION
TO
CALL TO SEE OUR HANDSOME
LINE OF FALL AND WINTER
FOREIGN
SUITINGS

AND
AD

DOMESTIC

OUR

PRICES

WILL SUIT YOU.

Dicke & Block, 516 Bway.

•

- 7-1 •

LANGSTAFF-04RM MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Incorporated.

ur

Flooring,Ceiling,
Siding
Finish
Lath

Gum M Ash
Beech
Poplar

B

Maple
Walnut

E

, KILN DRIED, HOLLOW BACKED AND POLISHED.
GUM, BEECH ANL OAK FL` ORING, END MATCHED BORED
We Are Making Very Low Prices on House Bills.
Both Phones 26.

HARVEST OF 1
CONTECTS
GRIM REAPER
4. AWARDED

•:- --.- i'.. -:- -: -: -:- -: -: -: + -: •: -: -I
-:-:
POPULAR WANTS.
-,:,4. -.1- 41. 4. 40 41. 4. 40 40 4* 40 4.• 4. 40

-:
-:
+
-:40

Oak
Elm

Sash, Doors,
Blinds,
Interior
Finish"

TWIN'BRAND---OUR OWN MAKE
438 South Second

Abram L. Wei/ & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
• Accident, Life, Liability, Steam (idler-

young
WANTED—By
ROOM
man, without board. Address "G. G."
TWO RESI- Care Register.
•
THOS. BRIDGES' SONS WERE DEATH CLAIMED
so
H YESPADUCA
OF
DENTS
LOWEST BIDDERS ON SIDE
Miss L. V. Shaw, tevcher of piano,
TERDAY MORNING.
WALK WORK.
mandolin, guitar, and voice culture. Office Phone 369,
Residence Phone 726
''..110111$
Studio Ito north Thirteenth street
tear Broadway. Conservatory metock
We want you to know
Board of Works Held Meeting Yes- Mr. Jack Sanders at -Residence of
Mr.
Street.—
that we keep everything for
on
LangTrimble
Mr.
Parents
tcrday Morning With
FOR RENT—One furnished room,
the convenience and comfort
Ira Mitchell, iath Street.
Staff Acting President.
all modern conveniences. 837
with
the
only
Not
smoker.
of die
Jefferson.
arCigars,Cig
choicest line of
XVLANTED—To sell, four teams
ettes and Tobacco, but
After near a year's illne s fr,,in Con- complete, five mules and three horses.
At a meting of the board of public
works yesterday, Nf.r. George Lang- sumption. Mr. Jack Sanders died at Cash or on time, apply to Jake BiedBriar Wood Pipes
acting president and City Engi- the residence of his parents, Mr. and erman Grocery and Baking company.
staff
Pipes
Meeracheum
•;, :r Washington serving the board as Mrs. John Sanders, 1240 TriMble
Corn Cob Pipes
.ccretary, the following orders were street. The &eased was 30 years of
T. D. Clay Pipes
171ade:
age and single. Ile had lived litre
FOR RENT-.-Room for rent at
Pipe Cleaner.
A number of bids for building of several years and for most' ot Cie 314 North Sixth St.
Match Bente*
sidewalks were considered and the time worked at the Smith & Scott
Cigar Holders
contracts awArded to Thomas Bridges' tobacco factory. In addition to his
r.
FURNITURE bought and sold
Cigarette Holders
OFFICE PHONE 4114-a
S in-. The bids and the work to be
RESIDENCE PHONE sag pc•
he left several brothers. The Williams, 538 South Third •street.
parents
done are the following:
Our Cigars are kept in perfuntral is to occur this. afternoon at New phone gooA.
;:ovrth strei, sidewalk 16 cents;
fect condition and this is what
3
o'clock and will be from OP:
con:rete driveway. 20 cents; combibed
the particular, critical smoker
UMBRELLA repairing done at
Street Methodist Church. 1;.
'Trimble
requires. We handle an the
curb and getter, 70 cents, iron drain
South Third street on short no
the
311
of
will be under the auspices
popular brands of Cigars, inpipes, 25 cents.
cc.
"National"
mema
being
deceased
the
various
Masons,
the
cents;
cluding
Jones street, sidewalks, 18
I.
•
brands which have proved
42.2 cents; curb and gutter ber of Paducah lodge.
driveway,
pooideservedly
themselves so
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—
7o cents; drain pipe. 25 cents.
elan
•
Able-bodied unmarried men between
Death of Ira MitchelL
Fourth street, sidewalk 16 cents;
Yesterday morning at 5:30 o'clock ages of at and 35; citizens of United
driveway, 23 cents; curb and gutter,
Whatever Your Ggar Taste
after sixteen month's illness from States, of good character an tempe70 cents; pipe 25 cents.
and
We Cu Suit it Exactly.
to
back
referred
were
bronchitis Mr. Ira Mitchel passed rate habits, who can speak, read
Several bids
apon
informati
For
English.
write
from life, aged 38. Though his dern.se
the council as being excessive.
RichNew
g
Officer,
Recruitin
Traction
ply
to
3 Horse Power Motor,
sad
the
a
as
from
on
fell
it
d
was not unexpecte
A propositi
The d:- riond House, Paducah, Ky.
I 5 Horse Power Motor.
company to buy some cedar poles blow to his relatives.
•
I 554 Horse Power Motor.
from the city at an agred price was ceased was a farmer but lived at
the
Dealers.
of
Coal
Notice
Keebler,
1 8 Horse Power Motor.
accepted and Supt.
1140 North Fourteenth street. He
Sealed Bids for coal for the city
1 to Horse Power Motor.
ligin plant, was instructed to com- was a native of Trigg county and had
WAY
BROAD
AND
FOURTH
15 car loads. fids for
plete the sale.
I 200 Light Dynamo.
laten residing in this section for near schools, about
The Traction campauy was granted twelve years. Besides his wife and lump and nut per bushel. Hand to
permission to put in a switch at trree children he leaves his rather. Is- csident Williamson by Sept. 12
Tax Payers' Notice!
and Burnette streets.
1906.
Twelfth
z.
r
Septembe
W. H. PITCHER, Sec'y.
Paducah, Ay.,
Alex. Mitchell. and one brother, M. 1906.
The Railroad hospital was given the
occur
will
uu are 'nereby uutitied that all
funeral
place concrete driveway A. Mitchel'. The
persons owning or flaying in their privilege t(t
at to o'clock and will
morning
this
the
provided
property
its
of
front
:onteol as in.
121-123 North Fourth Street
possession, or under
family residence.,
grade conforms to that of Broadway. Le from the
;ent 'guardian, or committee, exe• 1
The engineer reported the filling of
AND
iator, adm nistrator, curator, triunes,
Clinton Boss FuneraL
hollow surrounded by Harrison,
the
Boaz
Clinton
rcesiver commissioner, or otherwise. Mladison, Fourth and Third strets to
J.
of
The funeral
realty, tangible, or intangible per. the proper grade and presented an whose death The Register announctonal croperty, on the 15th day of estimate of the cost of the property ed yesterday, will occur this after,,..;:siiiber, are required on or before owners.
!
noon at 3 o'clock and be from the
DIRECT LINE TO
Eleventh
c 1st day of 0:tober to give the
The Home Telephone company was family resid4nce, 634
of
•!sesscr a true and complete ::st
given permission as to the erecting street. The buria' will be under the
with true cash value thereof. and removal of many poles.
auspices of the Woodmen of the
..i the 15th day of September
World, the deceased being a minaber
1,••4.er s,ath. upon forms to be furnMatter Dropped.
of Olive camp. The interment %Oil
The recent talk of the organization
:-.1-«1 on application by said assessor
in Oak Grove cemetery.
YOU RUN NO RISK.
.41 I is °nice. and that all merchants of a military company here has subIf you should purchase something you do not need we will either exMacy.
; the city doing business for them- sided. Mr. W. M. Fitzpatrick, who
Funeral of Mr.
Also to Asheville, Hendersonville. change or refund the money.
he
that
said
move,
manner
a
,. ,* or ,,,liers lial n like
talked of sue+
The funeral of Mr. Fnii S. II sey Brevard, Lake Toxaway, Hot Springs
A SPECIAL OFFER. We have several ..hundred lights to liters
in addition thereto, state the found no encourgament and decided occurred yesterday forenoon. Many and many other resorts in the "Land
;.
tore,
grammers, histories and music readers used about two months ill'
matter.
the
icrt amount in \Ale of goods, to drop
fr:ends were present to pay their last of the Sky" and beautiful "Sapphire* the Chicago schools. 'These are practically as good as new, and we be
or
owned
se,
merchandi
brIng
and
.•`es.
respects among the number
country of Western Nlorth Carolina. save you quite a good deal on your purchases.
MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.
kept on hand for sale by said merWalbert camp of Coniederati veter- offering a high altitude, bracing
D. E WILSON AT HARBOUR'S STORE...
ct,auts. during the, three months next
ans. The interment wits in Oak climate, picturesque mountain scenery
asMedical
county
n
McCracke
The
trecetting 5Ueol 151h day of Septem
Grove cemetery.
and splendid hotels.
s, :iation at ;ts last gathering decided
ter.
heremeting
thly
semi-mon
a
hold
to
Send two cent stamp for "Land of
Prompt attenfoil to this will save
after and fixed Tuesday as the day
Notice to Traveling Public.
Sky" booklet and other handthe
rr,peity owners additional cost.
of meting. The association also
Please take notice that outbound somely illustrated literature.
STEWART DICK Assessor.
agreed to meet with the Paducah passenger trains for Cairo and BrookOffice. room 9 City Hal'.
Academy of Medicine at its meeting port will not be stopped. at Eleventh
J. F. LOGAN, Tray. Pass. Agent,
'4:proved: D. A. Yeiser. Mayor, next Tuesday evening at the Carnegie
and Broadway. Inbound trains will Lexington, Ky.
library and hear the address of Dr. make this stop.
C. H. HUNGERFORD, Dist. Pass.
Delia Caldwell on the subject of
T. J. DONOVAN,
Agent, Louisville, Ky.
hysterectomy.
Agent, I. C. R. R.
:11 the city—money loaned on all valuables at the **west interest—all
S. B. ALLEN, Amt. Gen!. Pass.
business strictly confidential.
Rig Missing.
KILLED IN SCHOOLROOM
Agent, St. Louis. Mo.
MIrs. Dr. Cooley drove to the carBY BOLT FROM SKY.
Buffet,
nival last night Ind hitched her rig
:timer 1-1,ouse Bar.
FOR THE HORSE SHOW. Pana. Ill., Sept. 13.—Ruth Mooney, outside of the grounds nearby. When
I AQ0Marol no.
Mrs. H. S. Thixton of 1740 West
fifteen years old, was killed by light- she started home the rig was not
ning at ii :45 o'clock this morning where she left it nor anywhere with- Clay St. i ready to receive orders fof of shot guns including all the high- grade makes such as L. C. Smiths-.Remington automatic shot gun,•
411110•IM1NIIIIIIMICCS
while standing at the blackboard in in sight. The fact was reported to the tissue paper flowers to be used in Parker-La Feever etc. We have th
of
west
mile
one
the Davis school,
police. It was not known whether decorating the children's carts and
Mount Auburn.
the rig had been stolen or the horse traps for the Floral Parade in the
Marie Greer, another pupil, who was had broken loose and wandered off Horse Show. Prices reasonable.
standing six feet away, ,.was turned irto the woods.
MIRS. VICTOR VORIS.
about halfway around and shocked,
tir
omplete line of
but was not severely hurt.
The number of horses is steadily kinds of p stole, watches, diamonds, rings and the most
Of all the names given to male dogs
Lightning struck the roof of the in New York City "Teddy" now increasing in England, notwithstand- musical instruments In the city.
We also have a complete stock•
school in the center and. went down leads the list in point of numbers.
ing the multiplication of motor cars.. f traveling bag*—prices are right.211 Broadway 2111.
to the black board, where several girls
were at work. The building was badly damaged.

Campbell Block.

Smoke

J. W. HUGHES

GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building

We have on hand
For Sale:

McPherson's

Drug Store.

FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.

SOUTELERN RAILWAY

Queen & Crescent Route

CHATTANOOGA,ATLANTA
KNOXVILLE and FLORIDA

Buy your School Books early

B

•

IN THE LEAD

pTahewOnnlybLrioceknseedi

.Michael

PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER

•••••

f

Just Received a Big Lot

Just Received

100
Pounds Best
Linen
Writing Paper

25
cents per pound
R. W. W ILKER CO.,
DRUGGISTS.
Fifth erd :'roadway.
, Both Phones tn.

esessisesese•••••eimiseesse

Also BargainS in ah

MME.

HUMBERT FREED
TICKET-OF-LEAVE
ON

Park, Sept. 13.—M`me. Therese
Humbert was released today from
The
prison on a ticket-of-leave.
authorities consented to grant her her
liberty on account of ill health. Arrangements are being made to release Frederick Humbert, her son.
The 'Humberts were arrested on the
charge of promoting a number of
clever swindles based on mythical securities supposed to have been eontamed in a large safe in Mhne. Humbert's possession which involved .$12,000,000. The arrest of the pair and
the exposure which followed caused
a great sensation. August 22, ow,
Mline. Humbert and her son were Fentenced each to 4ive years' imprisonment.

GENUINE TRADEWATER COAL

REAL PITTSBURG
Lump 13c, Nut 12c.

Lump 12c, Nut 11c.
Let us have your order now

West Kentucky Coal Co.
Incorporated.

Office Second and Ohio.

BotA Telep"hones 254.

